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PRSFACE 
Over the years John Keats*s unique Imagination 
has been prcxTusely studied and analysed, and c r i t i c s have 
reoognlsed northology as one of the major influenees on his 
thought az^ imagery. The presmxt study attempts to 
elaborate th i s aspect further, l^thology for Keats was 
iQore than oerely an external influense. I t became an 
integral part of his creative cxnd c r i t i c a l a t t i tudes . All 
h is cmjor ioages, symbols and ootifs are derived from myths 
and aWJhetypes. J^hology provides him with sut^tance not 
only for his poetry but also for his philosophy. Oving to 
the res t r ic t ions Imposed \xy the topic only the major odes 
and Hytaerion have been dealt with in the present study. 
Sl^ fSP and foeto? ' i stood Tip«7oeS m^sjsismi imX& etc. 
rich manifestations of Keats»s mythological predilections 
and nythopoeie Imagination have been excluded, and are to be 
disoussed in a subsequent study. 
A number of myths have been cited in this study. 
T h ^ are based on versions offered by Thomas BUlfinch's 
giie Afig qf faSailQf oharies i^iiis Gayiey's tk^ gXagalcal l^ytha 
la IiiteratWf Ana In Art > Hobert Gra»e s'The Greek Mytha^ 
H.J. Hose's A Handbook of Greek Literature and Sir Paul 
Harv^'s The Oxford Comnnnlon to daasical Literature. 
u 
I am highly grateful to my teaoher and supervisor, 
Professor MasoodtCL Hasan^ Chairman, Department of English, 
for his kind and valuable gul&anoe without ^whlch this 
thesis vould n&9«BP have be«i cosipleted. I voiild like to 
thank the staff of the MaiCLana Azad Library for their 
generous assistance, I vould also like to thank 
t^r, Mohd Waseom Khan, t^e typist, for his ta?cmipt and 
efficient services, 
( SEEKIN BASAI? ) 
CHATOS I 
IHTRQDUCTION-— KSSmS/Xil AM LlTERXUmiE 
The OrfQrt Cfl,«««l/t«l DifltiQnftrv defines e thology 
in these vords 
Although etynologlcally, tee word means no more 
than the te l l ing of ta les | i t i s used in modern langtiages 
to signify a systematic examination of traditi(»ial 
narratives of any people, or a l l peoples with the object 
of w»lerstanding hov they ccone to be told and to \ih&t extent 
they vere or are to be believed, also of solving various 
other probl^ss eonneeted with them such as their conneotions 
with re l ig ion, their origin (popular or l i t e r a ry ) the 
re la t ions , if any, to similar stories told elsewhere, and 
the i r chronology re la t ive or absolute. 
The above definition emphasises the cocsnunal genesis 
of uythology. The definition offered by the EnQyeloTmedl^ a 
aritianaX8.ft re la tes oQrthology to rel igion 
••• a saered h is tory | i t re la tes 
an ev^it that took place in prjbnordial 
time, . , , ( i t ) i s always an account of a 
'creation*, i t re la tes how something was 
produced, began to be ••• 2 
A paral lel defini t ion, concentrating on the supernatural 
element of myth i s given t^ C, Eer^niyii ^ o describes i t as 
1* Qa6£flC|JaLaa8tgal PtaUgnftry, ^ . Cary, (London 1953), 
2. liifi,Ynl(iPfif!<^U Britanniffflf vo l . 15, ( O . S . A . 1966), p. 1133. 
,,, an lamonoplal and traditional 
body of material contained in talcs 
about gods and godlike beings ...talot: 
already well knoim, not i^ nameaable 
to further reshaping, I'ythology is the 
movement of this material, it is 
something solid yet mobile, substantial 
and yet not static, capable of 
transformation, 3 
However, a more metaphysical stand is taken by Bronlslav 
Halinot!S^ -i in his definition 
,.,. the assertion of an orlcinal, 
greater and more important reality 
through which the present life, fate 
and T/ork of manlcind are governed,,, h 
Wellek and b/arren bring E^th closer to literature by 
defining it as 
,,,, narrative story, as acainst 
dialectical discourse, exposition; it is 
also the irrational or intuitive as arainst 
the systenatifially philosophical.,, ^ 
Still another asr^ ect is highlighted by Morthrop rye 
.,,, a s oiety's religio-is beliefs, 
historical traditions, cosnologic speculations 
—«~ in short, the whole range of its verbal 
exT)res siv enos s,.., 6 
TIMS it is difficult to give a single com rohonsive 
^. Jung & Eerenyii .Introduction to a Science -f Mythology, 
trans 1. i,f,C. Hull (London 19^1), r^. 3. 
if. BronlGlax? lalinot-jski, Kyth in Primitive Psvcholopv. 
cited by June & Kerenhii, OP. clt.. p, 7. 
5. Wellek & /arren, Theory of Liternturc (London 195^), -.195, 
6, Morthrop Frye, '1-Iyth. Fiction and i^isnlacement", 
Twentieth Century Criticisn t The i:a;ior Statements, 
ed. Handy & Westbrook C'.G^J ^ elhi 1976), p. 166, 
de f in i t i on of 'mythology •, The torn as used in njodern 
c r i t l c l s n indica tes an area of meaning tha t I s massive. I t 
includes sect ions of r e l i r i o n , f o l k l o r e , anthropology, 
sooioloEy, psycho-analysis and the f ine a r t s . Though i t 
has no ooticrete h i s t o r i c a l foundat ions, i t has i t s r o t s 
i n firm convictions and more often appeals to emotions tlian 
to reason, C, Eerenyi conios very c lose to the noanin' 
\7hen he x/rites 
1, niat i s music? v/hat i s poetry? vmat 
i s niythology? All questions on \7hich no 
opinion i s possible unless one already 
has a r e a l fee l ing for these t h i n g s , . , 7 
Mythology contains in I t s deptlis the ve-y 
childhood of human i n t e l l i g e n c e , V/e can t race t h i s dam 
to the rudiments of the human Iraagination xrhlch are 
un iversa l , A study in Cicanparatlve !'ytholor;y reveals the 
tendency of the human mind a t a given stac'e of dovelODinent, 
subject to similar circumstances t o produce s imi lar rriyt'ia. 
Such themes as the o r ig in of the trorld, the land of the lead, 
f e r t i l i t y r i t e s , v i rg in b i r t h and the resurrec ted hero hnvc 
a '.rorld-xjide d i s t r i b u t i o n . There i s no human race in the 
records of xrhich the i r archotypos cannot be loca ted , Greek, 
Roman, Itorsc, C e l t i c , Il inlu, Plirygian, Persian mythcvlogles 
a l l contain these thanes. The psychological force crnbodled 
in eaoh of these themec, h0'v?ever, nay d i f fe r ;rom one 
7, Jung & Kerenyl, ffp. Q U , , p . 1. 
mytholocy to the other, Mythology, hence, becomes a vital 
comnon€nt of modern civilization 
,,, an active force ... a pracmatic o 
charter of primitive faith and moral 'risdon. 
For tiiG modern nan, mythology is an indispensable 
asset, though ethnolocists protest that to consider theae 
myths as embodiments of truth is a crave error, they all 
agree tliat they shed important light on the conditions and 
motives of the ancient man, Mythology may not cx'^ lain the 
why and wheref or ;e of things but it hlchllr,ht3 the primary 
sources to which everything goes back. It proves imrjerish-
ablc realities in a mortal world. It provides us -^ ith the 
earliest records of the incipient history of the roiirlous 
social, aesthetic and spiritual resources of the •pre-
historic man. It 'lelps us to follm/ the continuity of 
thought do^m the ages and to discern the systematic nrorrcss 
of manlcind. 
Philosophers through the ages have siicr'ested 
various theories of the beginnings of mythology. The two 
most convincing theories arc the Theory of Deterioration and 
9 
the Theory of Progress. The former assumes tha t man in the 
by-gone days had perfect kno\./ledge of the universe , his 
place in i t , h i s r e l i c i o u s , moral, socia l and aes the t i c 
8. Bronislaw l.alinowski, I l a^L i^ Vy^P^t^^y^ P^yghPlQrJT 
c i t ed by VviCYgt ?^Vi> t 9?2>, ,C^Ut P. 1133. 
9, Charles l a i l s Gayley, The Clasgicfll r^vths i n l^nirllah 
L i t e r a tu re and in Art^ (B-oston. 1111). DT .^ tv^6-¥t6. 
conceptions, V/lth the passage of time, hia perfect 
conceptions degenerated and his reason and Iciagination 
became diseased, giving rise to unconvincing notions. The 
latter puts forward the vlei/ that man began with crude and 
bestial guesses at the truth and has vlth experience 
developed a superior intelligence that results in finer 
conceptions of his rGlationship to the world s,nd his 
subs03.uent duties. 
The Theory of Deterioration can be studied under 
the following sub-titles 
1. Slie A,3.],gp;(pyj^ <;aX Injyprpr^^aUoA "^hls is one of the 
oldest explanations. I t supposes that a l l myths are 
embodiments of great and illurainatinc trtiths nut into story 
form by wise sages for the benefit of the comrivn men x/ho 
would not be attracted to dry, theoretical discussions, is 
time passed, tliese s tor ies los t their symb~llo sipini"Icance 
and came to be believed l i t e r a l l y . 
Theagenes of Hhegium, six hundred years before 
Christ , suggested this method of interpretat ion. lie was 
supported l a t e r by Alexandrine rhetoricians aiid the Stoics, 
10 
Chrysippus claimed that all Greek deities were merely 
ethical and physical principles, Heraclltus (1st eent.A.D,) 
ToTEialinSri^Zilll ^ 
in his Qmstiones Homerieae gives a whole series of allego-
rical interpretations e.g. the myth olaiming that Zeus 
bound Hora really denotes that ether is tlie limit of air. 
Christian and Jewish oomcKsntators, too, adopted 
this method to read exalted meanings into Dassaces of the 
12 
Old Testanont. In DKDdern times tliis vie'.-; 1ms been 
especially elaborated by Lord Bacon in his Jisdom of the 
Ancients^ He treats myths as ",,, elegant and ins'rructive 
fables." I'any Germans Includinn Professor Crueser ha-^ e 
supported this viet^ r. 
This interpretation assumes a syotciaatic 
philosophy, comprising of ethics and lof.ic, as the basis of 
such allogorization, Anthror^olocical studios prove that 
neither the ancient GroeJcs nor any other race at a similar 
stage in developmont \fere in possession of such organlt^ od 
ideas. Those philosophies are essentially the products of 
modern tliojight. These nyths cannot be allegories because 
their creators did not consciously have anything to 
allegorize, 
2. The Theological Interpretation According to this 
school, 'crhen the ';7orld vas first created, God revealed to 
man, pure ideas about 'ligh morality and spiritual well-being, 
12. II.J. Rose, 4 ;^ -aHfabOQK Qf Gr?^ Hyt|>QXQia, (London 106I»)D.3> 
13. Gay ley, aii._jiljt., p. ^ 39. 
With the corrosion of time the original ideas wore disguised 
and altered. In Greek mythology, the characteristics of 
various gods can be taken as the imperfect representations of 
the attributes of the One. Another and nore limited version 
is that these tales have been taken from the texts of the 
Scriptures, sir Walter Raleigh In his lllstory of the 'te id 
writes 
•Tubal, Tubal and Tabal-Oain iiere lercury, 
Vulcan ar^ Apollo, inventors of pasturage 
smithing and rausic. The dragon which kept 
the golden apples xras the serpent that 
beguiled Eve, Illmrod's tower was the attenir^ t 
f the giants against Heaven, 1^ 
In the seventeenth century this theory was out 
for.j'ard by Voss and other Germans and by Jacob Bryant in 
15 177M-. W.E. Gladstone v/as its main advocate in the present 
century. 
The theory is based on coincidences and falls 
aTJart in the light of rational criticism. It nly ace unts 
for a certain proportion of inythological stories, since rnar^  
stories originated amongst '-eople who had no kno^ rledge of the 
Hebrei^  Bible. All nations have not been influenced by the 
same sot of religious doctrines. The religion of the Hindus 
of India is entirely different from that of the I'uslims of 
TJT Gayley, ot). oit., p. W ) . 
15. iQQ, QU. 
8 
Persia and yet there Is a persistent similarity in their 
mytholc^ies. 
L£) 3 . The EnherneristiQ Or Hifltorieal In t e rp re t a t ion :hU 
explanation assumes tha t the fods and heroes celebrated in 
mythology yere onoe r e a l human beings of unusual c a l i b r e . 
The fan tas t i c t a l e s c i rcu la t ing about thera are exaggerated 
transf ic^oi'ations of t h e i r exr^loits. 
16 
Euhemoros was a writer of third century B.C. He 
published a romance entitled Ilveranagrat^ he (Sacred '/riting). 
He believed that he had discovered a rational v/ay to nresent 
the gods of Homer, He sav them as ancient kia?;s '..'ho had 
been deified by those whom they ruled and benefitted e.g. 
Zeus was a king of ancient Crete who rebelled against and 
overthrew his father Cronus, In modern times this theory 
17 
was presented with a difference by Herbert Spencer who 
believed tliat t he de i f i ca t ion of the dead ancestors h^d 
i t s roots in a fear of t h e i r ghosts . 
The theory cont radic ts i t s e l f . In order to 
e levate the dead to the pedestal of gods, the ancients 
must have had some pre-concelved notions of s imi la r ^'ods. 
So, only the l a t e r myths can be analysed on the basis of t h i s 
16. finCKtIiSJA. I^Lg^J5£I 
17. Cited by Rose, o r . c i t . ^ P . 6, 
theory. The e a r l i e r ones rcealn 'anoxnlalaed. 
K IhQ 'U^lQlQni<ZQl totarnrQt^t3i9n — "Ws I n t c m r e t a t l r i 
advooatca t he version tha t due to re^-cti t lvo use of Ir^nn-iarc 
Dcn r.isunderstDod wordo and tended to misuse th^r^, Mno in 
oncient lanEuoGos every '.'orcl had an encllag o^^^rossiv^^ of -s 
nrancat loa l candor, Obvlciolv, the r e l a t ed idea cf 'i DO:! fop 
every oblect \mo e s tab l i shed . Tiirough fur ther d i n t o r t l o : , 
objeota Ix'oar.-o e p s o n a l l t i e o , l:>oth male and f c r a l o , \ 
:Tac t ica l asrOct of every langunne i3 t ha t each object can 
have various naaes (polyaocy) and every nmnc can have 
numerous connotations (hanonyt^), 
'-'GK r^Aler pO'-^ulnriced tl i is theory in the cecooii 
half of the nineteenth centur;;. I'ho trend for naientl"5.c 
ar^proQch to the ana lys i s of nyth ims noij e s t a b l i s h e i . 
18 
' ' u l lor c ^ l l s t h i s " • , . a disease of the lansuQf-e'', 
n the basis of n s lnple e^^^ression l i k e sunr i se •"ollo'rs 
dat-m, he t r aces the e n t i r e ed i f ice of the c^yth of )a"-^ :ne 
,ancl 'i--ollo. The graninatioal coruier for datm, In ancie":t 
Grocl: '/as fcnlnino and t i n t "or ounrlso tfas naoculine. 
Gradually the sentence cane to cean that A-iolIc t?ic nod of 
the sun ursueo Jar-line the naid of the dat>m, .»a-'-hno -ilso 
ncant a l a u r e l tlrnt bui'nt e a s i l y , Jo Japhiie the r-aid 
tB. Gayloy, iLU-iiiS..» P. ^37. 
10 
converting into Dar.hne the la-orel e3car>es irons the advances 
of her lover and comes to denote a tree sacred, to his 
worship. 
However, scholars do not always agree unon i 
single exr:res3ion as the original moaning of a ^articular 
name. Also, this Intorprotation does not explain vb^ s 
particular object has a particular gender viz, why the ocoan 
is male and i^liy the dawn is female. There is no tec'nnical 
structure on the basis of which such conclusions can be drawn. 
Max Muller himself says that in every rsythological nursle 
there are certain elements that cannot be interpreted on 
19 
etymological grounds. 
The rhoorv of Prot^ resa deals with the scientific 
internretatlon of myths which is a loroduct of the modern 'K^O.. 
It defines myth as 
the result of the workin^ ^ of naive 
imaginations upon the facts of 
experience. 20 
'Ihen man came into being, he was a primitive s^vace. 
In the first stage of intellectual groi/th he formulated 
imperfect and Inconsistent ideas about himself ani the 
universe. The personality he extended to the world around 
him was extremely confused, I'ythology records these Infantile 
19, Gayley, "aa^^ail.» P. ^ 38. 
20, Rose, ori. cit.y p, 12. 
11 
fumbllngs after truth and hence Is an important landmark 
In the evolution of man, 
MJsrthologists, now-a«days, do not put fon;ard any 
single theory for the interpretation of the origin and the 
meaning of a myth. There are, however, certain considera-
tions that they say must be kept in mind while analysing a 
21 particular myth, 
(1) Determining the geographical region from which the 
story originated t This means finding out whether the 
story is Roman, Greek, Asian or perhaps Thracian, K.O, I'uller 
laid great emphasis on this aspect. 
(2) Determining what class the story belongs to : 
This requires classifying the story as true n^th, saga or 
marohen, Folklorists and investigators of legends of 
Mediaeval Europe and also of other non-classical legends 
can bo given the credit for introducini; this aspect. 
Important among them are Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm. 
(3) Finally, there is the application of the comparative 
method. One should compare legends of ancient savages and 
peasants, or of the primitive man with existing baokvrard 
tribes like Btehmen and Red Indian. J,W,E, l^nnhardt and 
Andrew Lang have done this Job brilliantly. Another 
21. Rose^ OP. cit.T r). q. 
12 
Important aspect is the Imagination of XMO similar peoples. 
Myth is not a product of reason but of Imagination. The 
Freud and Jung school of psychologists devotes considerable 
at tention to t h i s . 
The flourishing t radi t ion of the tvreiitieth century, 
TThioh had i t s beginnings T-zith the Gre^s and acquired a 
place of special significance during the Renaissance, is 
considered in this section. Greek mythology continues to 
have a healthy growth even today in v/estem Culture and has 
been used by many a r t i s t s , poets and philosophers in search 
of t ru th . 
Like other l i t e r a t u r e s , English Li terature , too, 
has not been an isolated phenomenon, Down the ages, i t has 
been subject to various influences. Dominant among them is 
the influence of Greek and Roman l i t e r a tu r e s , xTofouncl 
systems of thought, higlily philosophical interprotations of 
l i f e , well-^'ffought works of ar t — a l l created by the ancient 
Masters have served as beacons of inspiration for Enrlish men 
of l e t t e r s down the ages, Greek and Roman l i t e ra tu res are 
the foster-parents of Snclish Literature in more ways 
than one, 
22 
Acccrdins to Gilbert Hlghet c lass ical influences 
gg. G i l b e r t I l ighe t . The C l a s a i c a l T r a d i t i o n . CLondon lO'.Q), 
p . 10M-. 
13 
have pervaded nwdern literature In three ways 
(a) Translation 
(b) Ihltatlon 
(e) Qnulatlon 
Translation of themes, Ideas, styles and syst^ns 
has brought these exclusive vrorks within the reach of all 
and has helped to lay the foundation of great ^ «3rlcs. 
Imitation has extended the range and opened neiw avenues as 
men attempted to reproduce the rarefied standards of the 
Masters* Emulation has resulted In master-nieces. Men have 
produced works that ccanbln© the perfection of the Masters 
vd.th modern Ideals* 
The Renaissance or •revival of learning' had set In 
during the early years of the fifteenth century In England, 
Th«re vas a large scale revival of the study of classical 
literatures, especially Greek, Ilany pagan classics were 
rediscovered and ancient Ideas and philosophies found nei-j 
expression. The doctrines of Hellenism, Platonlsm and 
Humanism found their way Into English literature. The age 
patronised translations. Among others were those by Philemon 
HollaiKi, tbrth's translation of Plutareth and Chapman's 
translation of Homer. The Enf^llsh men of letters derived 
many themes and conventions from th©r.. The sense of beauty 
prevailed. Literature, along x^ lth other forms of art, was 
yh 
created nore for aesthetic pleasiire than for noral guidance. 
Under these influences, oythology acquired a respectable 
status. In the comparatively relaxed scheme of things and 
because of the sanction of rhetoricians, it now becane 
perfectly acceptable to blend the antique and the medieval, 
the Christian and the Pagan elements in Literature, The 
works of Sidney, Spenser, Lyly and others are eloquent 
examples of this synthesis, 
Wortcd of the Elizabethans were rich, sensuous and 
laden with personified abstractions and csythological allusions. 
The aythologioal apparatus, though used extensively, was 
frigid. The mention of pagan gods and goddesses gave colour, 
glamour and decoration to tho verse, but It did not do much 
beyond that. The ancient legeiais were read widely but their 
true potential lay hidden beneath their colourful exteriors, 
undiscovered and untouched. Of course, occasionally, this 
shallow treatment of myth led religious fanatics to read 
Immoral and lawless meanings into them, and then -pagan 
mythology -mc strongly condoKned, But the trend had obviously 
struck deep roots In English literature ana mythology 
continued to bo used enthusiastically. Traces of it cany be 
discern®! in Milton*s religious epics. 
The poets of the next generation considered themselves 
to be an improvement on the seventeenth cent\ary poets in their 
15 
treataoBnt of the olasslos. However, they fonsed their 
opinion under certain limitations of xrhich they vere not 
aware. 
The age was marlaed by great advances in ocienoo. 
The thinking of the people undervjent radical changes. The 
baffling universe and its natural phenonena were oxplaiiiel 
thus expelling the spirit of wonder from the human minds. 
Classics were greatly revered but were interpreted 
to suit the Intellect rather than the heart and the imaeina-
tion. In imitation of the Masters lofty stylo superior 
standards of scholarship were nalntainod by the men of 
letters. Poetry was ccaiposed within prescribed forns and 
adhered to rules. Great emphasis was laid on correctness 
and proportion. Literature, by and large, became a 
specialised technique b)und by rules and axioins, I^thology, 
with its depth of meaning did not correspond to the net-; 
tamper and not much attention was paid to it. The kind of 
genius that understands and appreciates the spirit of 
mythology did not exist during the Augustan Age, 
Dryden and Pope translated Virgil and Homer 
respectively. In both cases the narrative and objective 
passages have been dealt trith case. However, the snirit of 
the subjective passages, famous for their sensitive insight 
16 
Into arohotypal htinan experiences, Is lost in the attempt to 
reproduce the ratitMial truth within a flawless format. 
In poetry, too, the same limitation can be seen at 
work. The works of Prior, Pope, Dryden, Parnell, Gay, and 
Swift present mythological figures like Daphne and Apollo, 
Orpheus, Adrianne, Dido, Leda, Venus as though thoy were 
city-bred, eighteenth century characters. Their experiences 
are treated in a light hearted and playful manner. 
Thus, we may say that in the Augustan Age, symbolic 
mythology \-ms not much in vogue. Traces of descriptive 
mythology can bo found, the important contribution of which 
was to prevent mythology from lapsing into total extincstion. 
Two prose works were Andrew Tooke's fjantheon (Which later 
influenced Keats and Leigh H\int) and Spence 's Polvmetis. 
Though much criticised by contemporary critics as 'undesirable 
23 food for the female mind, these works served to keep alive 
the genre in uncongenial times. The works of other prose 
writers like Johnson, Goldsmith and Fielding contain classical 
allusions but the symbolic spirit is beyond their reach, 
Tcfwards the end of the century, however, a gradual 
change is discernible. The robustness of style \ms stealthily 
and slowly replaced by soft musical notes. The Influence of 
23. Douglas Bush. Mythology and the Romantic Trad: 
Ennllsh Poetry. (Massachusetts ^  106^)^ T>. g?. 
17 
Speoser became stronger. Joseph Warton and William Thompson 
er^lbl t this shif t in their poems. 
The aotual brealc-thro ugh came with Gray and Collins. 
They shattered the didactic r ig idi ty and came closer to the 
Romantic values. Gray vas brooding, meditative, descri:-tive, 
closer to the elements and to the soul of man than any of his 
predecessors, Collins had a vision that absorbed the beauty 
and the rrg^stery of the universe and held semi-raystloal be l ie fs , 
v/ithout using laythology proper, these tvo poets showed an 
inst inct ive appreciation of true n^thology. Both attempted to 
free the imagination and emotions frcwn the suppressions of 
concrete t ruth, 
Akenslde can be compared to Collins, He had a keen 
power of observation and a certain nobility of expression, 
Douglas Bush describes his Hvmn to Nflinds as 
ths most notable s^thological poem 
of the century. c*¥ 
With Keats he shares the ins t inct of identifying beauty with 
t ruth. He can be described, along with Gray and Golllnn, as 
a forerunner of the Romantics. 
The Romantic Revival has been defined as 
2»f. iiiia. pTls; 
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a change fran a mechanlaal conception of the 
world to an enthusiastic re l igion of na ture , , , 
from realism to optimism,,.from tradi t ional 
doctrines of l i t e ra ry imltctUon to conoerjtlons 
of the naive and original . , , to dreams of the 
strange, the beautiful and the Ideal , . , 2? 
In rebellion against the superficial Augustan Ideals , 
tails cult of Romanticism gradually evolved and came to the 
forefront of English l l to ra ture vjlth the publication of 
Lvrigftl Ballads by Wordsworth and Coleridge in 1798. The new 
strean In corporatod a reorientation of the English mind and 
a relnterpretat lon of the classics with special sieniflcance 
attached to loythology. In fac t , by i t s very nature and 
genesis the Romantic I^ovement was jayth-orlGnted, I t 
subsisted on the myth of a golden past and the noble savage. 
From myth to mythology i s a natural corollary. Rational 
thinking gave \my to individual response. Ins t inc t , 
in tu i t ion , association were used for understanding the vorld 
and l i f e . Wisdom and moral sense were no longer guided t^ 
concrete ar^ rigid opinions but were guided by tho 
individual 's response to the environment around him. 
Interest in ghost s t o r i e s , legends, dreams and mythology was 
revived, Tho mythological Paginat ion was reborn, If/thology 
gained in stature because i t defined association of the 
golden past ^/ith the present. The universe according to the 
Romantics \JBS alive and v i t a l and perpetually subject to 
25, Uiiil , pp. i f 3 - ^ . 
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change. The society before the poet vras ugly and corrupt. 
The artist xiith his sharpened imaginative and creative 
faculties had to reform it. The days of the golden past and 
its noble savage could not be recaptured because man had 
pr<^r©ssed too far in the scale of evolution to go back to 
the state of perfect innocence. It vma the Job of the poet to 
bring about a union of the Apollonian and the Faustian creeds ' 
and to create a faith that vould be acceptable to all. 
Thus, literature now became a philosophical area 
exploratory venture, ThQ deepened layers of experience made 
the subject matter of the poet more complex and Greek 
mythology served as a suitable vehicle of communication. The 
search for the noble savage - the ideal nian of primitive 
society — for the natural society or the Eden from %-rhich the 
rational, modern urban had expelled himself, led the poets to 
the very heart of mythology. In order to recreate the 
atmosphere of the Golden Age, %-^ich they felt i^ ould T)rovide 
clues for reforming the corrupt modem world, they 
reinterpreted mythology, thus giving it a symbolic sicnificance, 
^lythology, so far, had served only as an allegorical nodi-im, 
Hc*w it acquired new dimensions, neir challenges. Interpreted 
within this franev/ork mytholosy revealed and defined subtle, 
complicated and tantalising emotional situations. Allegory 
26. Ihld. P. ^  ^ 
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defines clear pelatlonshlj« bett^een objects and hbstractions, 
Mythology, hoirever, now rose much above this levol of 
interpretat ion. The abstractions served as vehicles of the 
metaphor and the true meaning, ^diloh lay beyond the apparent 
Implication, had weight and depth. Thus, mythology was 
remodelled \7lth symbolic overtones. I t suited the ivomontlc 
writers to Invcetlgate tlie wisdom of the noble savage and the 
c lass ical myths on the a r t i s t i c plai^« The resu l t was tliat a 
number of writers employed mythology In thei r works. Among 
others were Peacock CaUodOiiaitofi) Leigh Hunt (The Ilvm^is. 
H^ro and Leader^ '^^ §t}Qry gf I^ AmlnD Hartley Colerld^'e 
(The Vnle of Tenney DXafla an<A PafiLYialQfl) I^ s^ ^Igho (Psygte) 
and Lord Thurlow (Adrlnne Angella^). However, P,B, Shelley 
and John Keatc deplored and exploited I t In a nore 
slf^nlflcant and unique fashion. 
CHAPTER U 
ELEMENTS OF MTTHOLOGY III TIIE ODES — I 
In the landscape of his ^xjetiry the odes of 
Keats mark the highest point• The poems are meditative, 
combining a variety of moods and also the Pindaric and 
Horatlon eleinents. They are not the resul ts of any 
concrete programme but are linlsied together by a certain 
philosophy that manifests I tself In each of the odes. Quest 
for this jtollosophy leads the poet to nQrthology, ^/Ithin I t , 
he discovers ttio hlnhost aanlfostatlons of *beauty' and 
ultimately of •truth*. 
The poets of the Ranantlc Revival exhibited a firm 
belief In Individuality, subjectivity and the ego. Contrary 
to this prevailing mood, Keats possessed a universal vision. 
He rejected the myth of the god-like »I» and the resulting 
self-assert ive poetry. He put forv/ard his doctrine of 
Negative Capability, Influenced In this capacity by 
Shakespeare, he claimed that the self and t^e prejudices of 
a poet should be annihilated and he should be capable of 
entering into and expressing the thoughts of other men and 
beings. Armed with this vision Keats could fully zanderstand 
1» Pindar, the Greek Poet, established the form. Its salient 
features include elevated thought, bold metaphor and free 
use of laythology, Horace, a Latin poet, usea Pindar as a 
model. However his odes are more meditative and personal, 
Keats*s odes are Horatian in form and feeling but contain 
some modified Pindaric elements. 
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and appreolat© the continuous and constant rhythms of human 
behaviour that are recorded In mythology. This 'onderstanding 
inspired a profound, sympathetlo vision of Man and the 
2 
Universe, *Ode to Apollo* is one of the earliest poems, 
written in Imitation of Dryden, Gray and Collins, Though an 
iiamature piece, it serves to highlight the attraction Keats 
felt for Apollo, the most beautiful and the most beloved of 
the Olympians in Greek mythology. In Roman mythology he is 
called Phoebis Apollo, In Greek mythology he is the son of 
Zeus and Leto and the twin brother of Artanis. He is tiic god 
of the sun, medicine, music, especially the lyre, archery, 
prophecy and youth. He is also associated with the protection 
of flocks, herds and pastures, lie seized the Delphic Oracle 
and through this medium made known to the world his Eoral 
excellence. He discouragGd revenge and encouraged purifica-
tion and penance. 
In Rc«Eian mythology he was the god of light and 
healing, pror^ecy, music and poetry. The Cumaean Sibyl was 
his priestess. His name 'Phoebus* means the radiant sunlight 
of the morning representirig his beneficence whereas 'Atjollo* 
means the harsh relentless heat of midday representinf his 
wratti. He i s iisually presented driving the blazing and 
2, Among Keats*s boyhood fav u r i t e s , which he shared with ~ 
Leigh Hunt, were Andrew Tooke*s Pantheon. Lempriere's 
Clftssieal aiQtlonarv. and the school abridgement of 
Joseph Sr>6n«e'a Folvmetis. Intense study of theoe xjorks 
furnished him witii a good backf^round of mytholooy. 
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brilliant chariot of the sun. He Is falr-halred, beautiful, 
manly, full of vigour, Mh&m he ean» from Heaven to the land 
of Hyperboreans (on the Earth), his arrival v;as herrlded by 
the songs of spring sung by nightingales, swallows and crlcfeets. 
As gifts for mankind, he brought the sunshine of spring and 
the blessings of harvest in summer. He warded off the 
diseases and dangers of autumn and winter. 
In this golden god Keats found ample inspiration. In 
his recreation of Greek mythology, he placed Apollo at the 
apex. The myths of Apollo edged his imagination into new 
visions regarding understanding of the self and Interpreting 
universal human experience. The figure of Apollo reappears 
constantly all through his works, 
*Ode to Apollo* presents Apollo as a majestic father 
figure. He is a glamorous, powerful, enthroned god in 'halls 
of gold*, 'gold is symbolic of creativity, poetry^ artistic 
perfection ^ «^lch naturally accompany Apollo, 'halls of f^ old', 
hence, constitute the temple where artistic perfection is 
worshipped. The visual suggestion of this descrintion tells 
us that Keats must have been very familiar with pictures and 
statues of Apollo, Among others , the piotvupes in Baldwin's 
Pantheon and the sculptured Apollo Belvedere are of special 
significance. Great poets l ike Homer, Virgi l , Milton, 
3 . Ian Jack. KgatiS fi^ '^he V'h^Qi: of ^^t (Oxford, 1967) j 
pp. 177-181, 
2»f 
Shakespeare, Spenser and Tasao have assorabled there. In 
his role as the patron and source of inspirat ion, Apollo 
steers thean along the path of c rea t iv i ty . Investing tlieci 
with oracular properties, he encourages theni to exhibit their 
talent 
Bards, that erst subllraely told 
With fervour seize thei r admantine lyres 
Whose chords are solid rays and txrir^G 
radiant fires, ^ i-
(11 2-6) 
The * admantine' and • twinliling' notes are majestic and 
enrapturing, As a result 
Expectant stand the spheres, 
Breathless the la-orelled peers.,,, 
(11. 19-20) 
The 'spheres' or the planets, in Greek mythology, give out 
a certain nupic as they rotate. This is Heavenly iriasic and is 
dlscernablG by Immortal, divine ears alone, Uou, their 
superiority and authority seems to be challenged. They stand 
by 'expectant* and 'breathless* silmost as if it were a musical 
contest between then and these mortal poets. We are reminded 
of the musical contest between Apollo and the satyr Marsyas, 
Marsyas was the god of the River Marsyas in Phrygla, H© found 
a flute that Athene had invented but had throvm away because it 
^. All Citations from Keats's poetrv are from The Poena of 
Keats f ed, Miriam Allott (London 1970). 
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put out of shape the face of the person playing it. He 
beoazoe so excellent a player that he dared to challenge 
Apollo to a cms leal contest* This Muses were to be the 
Judges and the victor vas to be allowed to treat the loser 
as he wished* The Muses adjudged Apollo the winner. He tied 
t^rsyas to a tree and flayed him alive* Perhaps recollecting 
this myth Keats says about the spheres and the peers 
Hbr move till ends the lofty strains 
Ifor move till Hilton's tuneftfl. thunders cease, 
And leave once more the ravished heavens 
in peace, 
(11. 21-23) 
Peace returns and the threat i s removed. Under Apollo*s 
beneficent influence Shakespeare, Spenser and Tasso follow 
Homer, Maro and Milton, From Shalcespeare's l ips *pour forth 
the inspirirg words* as the Passions 
, , , quickly forward spring 
And each vibrates the str ing 
That with i t s tyrant t«sper best accords, 
(11. 25-28) 
The 'Passions* are the energies of inspiration and, hence, 
can he equated with the Ifuses* Muses are the nine 
daughters of Mneoosyne and each of them is associated with a 
particular art. They certainly have a 'tyrant temper* as is 
illustrated by the myth of Thamyris, Thamyrls vraa a Delphic 
poet and ratsician who composed and sang a hymn in the honour 
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of Apollo, He ohallenged the Muses* They vere so offended 
that they blloded hin and took away his gift for song. On 
another occasion they were challengM by the Plerlcles, nine 
daughters of Plerus* In great anger | the Muses changed them 
into magpies. Now, at the bidding of Apollo, they inspire 
Shaltespeare whose song serves as an inspiration, Shakespeare's 
role, here, is oracular. Like the Delphic Oracle, he mal^s 
known to the \70rld the ideas of Apollo, The 'Aeolian lyre* 
accompanies Spenser's 'aortial f»tes', Aeolus was the god of 
the winds and his lyre was a stringed instnaaent that was 
played by the 'inds. The eighteenth-centui^ and the nineteenth-
century poets used it as a symbol of poetic inspiration. Next 
comes Tasso whose 'ardent numbers' are addressed to the Youth, 
Though this ode is not very significant structurally 
or even th^sa tic ally, it stands as an Important landmark in 
the poet's use of mythology, Keats delightfully brings 
together Grecian gods and literary masters. Homer, Mlton, 
Shakespecure etc, are his earthly masters, Ovijr and above 
them is Apollo, his divine master. Within him is perfection 
and beauty that Keats craves for. Mythology with its 
timeless eal>odiments provides him with inspiration and 
guidance and also a mould within which to cast his ideas. 
In the last verse Apollo himself 
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• ••• jolneft with the Nine 
Azid a i l the powers of song oombine 
(11. h2^3) 
Apollo signifies total poetic Integrety and purity. Jith ^  
the next line 'We listen here on earth*, Keats establishes 
himself In the role of an ardent devotee, adoring and full 
of revereiTce yet not daring to identify himself with the 
•great god of Bards*. The distance between the abode of 
Apollo and tlie Earth signifies the chaan between the god and 
the poet. Tills chasm has to be bridged and the poet has to 
reaoh the god. Throi^h tlie medium of cythology with its 
strata of varied experiences, Keats strives to accomplish 
this. 
Earlier and lesser poems also prove that Apollo was 
constantly present in Keats*s mind. His personality dominated 
the poet*s sensibility and meant mtch moTo to him than a mere 
ornamental classical allusion. Each aspect of the god*s 
personality fascinated Keats and through re-creation of him 
and his adventures and exploits the entire realm of mythology 
came alive for him. Mythology provided him \rith substance not 
only for his poetry but also his philosophy. It also helped 
him to QoniuQr weaknesses of the mind and soul and hence 
strengthen liis artistic aptitude, 
I'ontiCMi of SOTio earlier poecs is necessary for tracing 
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the significance of Apollo, In the epistle *To George Folton 
Mathew' Keats writes 
I marvel much that thou hast never told 
How, fr<»a a flower to a fish of gold 
Apollo changed thee • • , • • • . . 
Apollo Is the beneficent inspirer of poetry and we can discern 
a disguised yearning on the jmrt of Keats to be blessed in the 
same vmy as Mathew was. The significance of Apollo's gift is 
implied through the indication that Mathew kept it a sccrot. 
In the poem titled »To J^ Brother George* Keats says 
his worst fears are 'That I should never hear Apollo's song' 
and he pei^ively wonders whether his '••• eye can reach those 
goldai halls'. The consciousness of the distance between him 
and his favorite god has been strengthened and he has now 
become a goal to be achieved. To hear Apollo sing in 'those 
golden halls' is described as the privilege of great poets. 
ThB fear of never becoming a great poet is present here. 
The »^ymn to Apollo' represents the poet thanking 
Apollo for intervening in time and saving him from the wrath 
of Jupiter for wearing the laurels prematurely 
Oh, why didst thou pity and beg for a xform? 
Why touch thy soft lute 
Till the thunder was mute ,..,,,, 
(11. 20-22) 
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Apollo, now, is not just the ereator and patron of poets but 
also their divine proteetor. He is a Bavioxir and redeemer. 
With this Chrlst^llke potential, he takes the prodigal son 
into his care. He treats him like a favoured child. His 
misconduct '•••• like a blank Idiot I put on tliy \rreath' 
arouses not the anger but taie o«apassion of the god otherwise 
known for his terrible temper, A certain degree of familiarity 
has now been established between the poet and the god, 
•Apollo to the Graces* presents a much more humanised 
verwion of the *young Apollo*. He is now an amorous lover, 
asking (me of the three beautiful Graces to ride with him, 
leaving the choice of the *one* entirely to then. Graces, in 
Greek mythology, are the three personifications of loveliness 
or grace. They are presented, usually, in a subordinate 
position, as attendants to some greater god or goddess. In 
this case they are serving Apollo, who as a teasing, tantalis* 
ing lover provokes his three admirers, causes them to argue 
and en;5oys their reactions. Where females are ccmoerned, 
Apollo is rather fickle, The myth of Marpessa tells about 
the lovely daughter of the river-god Euenos, Idas loved her 
ai^ carried her off in a winged chariot given to him by 
Poseidon, Apollo chased them for he, too, loved the maiden, 
Zeus intervened and asked Marpessa to choose one of them. 
Marpessa chose Idas because she feared Apollo would soon 
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leave her, Insplte of such a reputation, the Graces find him 
irreslstable and answer all together 
I will, I - I - I, 
0 young Apollo let me fly, 
Along vith thee. 
(11. 7-9) 
Eaoh of them offers to sing throughout the day as they ride 
'Across the gold autumn's whole kingdom of corn*. Apollo's 
golden attributes make the otherwise depressing season of 
autuBa productive and fertile, Hhe wealth of »com' 
anticipates the theme of 'Ode to Autumn', 
The association of Apollo with the sun- as the 
driver of the golden chariot Is recognised hy the poet. He 
uses these attributes with so much familiarity, that it 
becomes obvious that the golden god is a real, living, multi-
dimensional personality/' who bursts through the barriers imposed 
by painting or sculpture and grovfs on the nourislilng fertility 
provided by the poet's Imagination, If Keats*s re-creation of 
the pagan world with its realm of Flora and Pan can be given 
the dignity of a formal religion, Apollo with his sifts of 
love, beauty and sympathy must surely be described as its 
prophet or messiah. 
Apart from Keats, a nuciber of other poets, both 
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ancient and modem, have been attracted to Apollo. The 
Homerlo Hymns to Pythian Apollo and Delian give an account 
of his birth, and describe his Pythian t«aple. Socrates and 
Pindar \«rote paeans (Greek choral lyrics) to Apollo. In 
modern literature, we have Shelley's *Viymn of Apollo*. 
ICoats urote 'Ode to Maia* nearly three years after 
the 'Ode to Apollo', It is a fragment consisting only of 
one stansa and is closer in spirit to the ma^or odes. The 
style is ser^ie, mature and balanced. As a poet, guided by 
the study of the masters and of mythology, he has begun to 
evolve individually, shedding off the influence of Leigh Hunt 
axvi other contemporaries. Deepened understanding of man and 
the universe was leading him towards a style that was 
straight-forward and masculine, quite unlike the sentlmaital 
and effiminato luxuriance of his earlier poetry. Through 
study of niythology, he gleaned values that helped him to 
accept reality. He was now beginning to observe the evil in 
human nature and the uselessness of all ambitions. 
I'aia is the mother f igiire in Greek l^thology. She is 
the mother of Hennes and the goddess of May, Her parentage 
is attributed to Atlas and Pleione and her husl^ind is supposed 
to be Zeus, In her Keats recognizes the ideal woman - the 
archetypal wise guide. She is presented both as a mother and 
a beautiful woman. As a mother she is a giver of comfort and 
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security and as a beautiful woman she is the souree of 
inspiration. Like a mother teaohes her child, I%ia introduces 
the poet to certain great truths. 3he makes hlxa aware of the 
deterioration of moral and spiritual energies and also of 
contaminated poetic integrity. Aware of these limitations, 
the poet feels it would be disrespectful to address her as a 
modern English poet. So, as a symbol of reverence he wants to 
address her as an ancient bard from the •Grecian isles' who 
has now gone 'Leaving great verse unto a little clan?' The 
•little clan* stands for Keats*s contemporaries who, 
accordingly are much inferior to the poets of the 'Grecian 
isles'. These poets, unhampered by the corrosions of time 
had been much closer to Truth and Beauty which had been at 
its peak during the Golden Age. In Greek oythology, the 
Golden Age had occured in the beginnings of the human 
civilization wh«i Cronus ruled over l^e gods. It symbolizes 
perfection. Throughout his career Keats struggles to 
recreate tliis perfection. According to the isyth it was 
always springtime and the Earth brou^t forth everything 
naturally. No man needed to labour and the life span of each 
man was three hundred years with eternal youth. In his quest 
for eternal beauty and mental serenity, Keats strives to 
burst through the barriers of time and share the vision of 
contentment with the ancient bards 'Oh, give me their old 
vigour' he prays to Mala. The vision requires no elaborate 
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philosophies but simply makes a tryst with Truth, The wealth 
of the vision lies in *,,,the simjaLe worship of a day* and in 
the apprcxsiatlon of tho 'quiet primrose•, 
This simple pagan ritual provides him \:lth a fevr 
moments of complete contentment• Thus, Mala the wise mother 
figure guides him on to a glimpse of his individual Blysium, 
In fact this is a purification of the soul, an independent 
state where he is able to realize his own status. By 
categorizing the poets into 'ancient bards' and 'little clan' 
he makes a distinction between the superior and inferior 
energies that are included under tho title of poets. Through 
the ritual of ^ /orship he cleanses himself of inferior 
influenoes and joins the ranks of the ancient bards. A 
certain balance is drawn and the poet's song is as 'Content 
as theirs'. 
The Golden Age symbolizes eternal spring and, in the 
modem days, spring is ttie property only of Kay. Hay is the 
month of sunshine, productivity and warmth —— all the 
attributes of Apollo, Apollo is also a god of poetry. By 
becoming an ancient bard Keats naturally becomes an 
associate of Apollo, 
The ode is incomplete but even in a single stanza the 
weight of Ifcila's personality Is dlsoemable. She is an all-
^ 
encompassing figure of vlsdonif softness and beauty. Had the 
ode been completed, Keats the worshipper would, surely have 
Integrated with Keats the lover. 
Worship for Keats seems to have been an integral part ^  
of the Golden Ace, He extracts much delight from the pagan 
ritual as Is revealed by the worship of Apollo, and Hala and 
later Psyche, Melancholy and Autumn, Worship provides the 
devotee with a sense of Integration with the deity, through 
this Integration Keats cotild overcome what he considered his 
limitations. Also, Keats did not consider oinmnental phrases 
suCfieent for revealing his feelings for those ho loved. 
Pt^sioal, sensuous manifestations were dear to hjUa. The 
process of worship, hence, seems to be the obvious diannel of 
expression. 
•Ode to Psyche' is tiie only one of the major odes 
that is based on a myth, Keats first encountered the myth ^ 
in Mrs Tlghe»s allegoric romance Pflvehe. He also read 
William Adllngton's translation of Apuleius's Qolden Ass"^ 
which contained the ancient form of the myth. Psycho greatly 
attracted Keats, She embodied beauty, struggle, suffering and 
to 
also achievement. Referring/the ode, Keats wrote to George 
in the journal letter of ilfth February - 3rd Hay 18I9 
?. Kenneth Allott. "The Ode to Psvche** John Keata : Odes 
(Suffolk, 1971) ed, G,3, Fraser, Casebook series, p, 206, 
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You must raoolleot that Psyehe was not 
embodied as a goddess before the time of 
Aptilleus (filft) the Flatonlst vho lived 
aftelr (ale^ thm Agustan (jU&) ^ S^) ^ ^ 
eonseqtiently the Goddess was never 
worshipped or saorlf loed to with any of 
the anolent fervour - — and perhaps never 
thought of In the old religion — - I an 
more orthodox that (jlfi) to let a hethen 
(AIO) Goddess be so neglected, 6 
The story of Psyche was the perfect means of 
o(»mnunleatlon of his Ideas. The suffering, and herolOTi of 
Psyche could meet the demands of his ptollosopiQr, So myoh so 
that in order to show his appreciation, he decided to reward 
her. By now, he had realized that evU in hianan nature \m.s 
Inherent and necessary and was the contribution of the 
egotistic instincts. The rang© of his Negative Capability 
had to be extended. Earlier he had opted for total dislnteres* 
tedness as against t ^ egotistic *!*• Now, however, he realized 
that the instinct of man included both. And he could see 
beauty in all instinctive phenomena and topulses. He could 
bear the truths of life even when confronted by greatly painful 
experiences. Also he could locate beauty within them. By 
discovering a similar archetype of this philosophy in the myth 
of Cupid and Psyche he achieved a wholeness brought about by 
the fusion of the two domains —— the BQrtholAgical and the 
intellectual. 
ed, T^der E, Rollins (London, 1958), p. 106. 
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The myth describes Psyche as the most beautiftd 
of the three daughters of a certain king, Ventis, jealous of 
her sent Cupid to punish her by causing her to fall In love 
with some ugly monster, Howeyer, she was so ravlohincly 
beautiful that Cupid fell In love with her and '.;lth the 
help of Apollo and tkie Wfest wind, he took her away to an 
enchanted palace where he visited her secretly and made her 
promise never to see his face. Psyche's wicked sisters came 
to visit her and persuaded her that her lover was a cannibal 
monster. Terrified, she broke her promise that night by 
llghtlnr: a lamp to see his face, A hot drop of oil fell on 
him and waking up, he left her in anger. Psyche, too, left 
home In search of him, Venus set her to many Inposslble 
tasks. She a^ed her, first of all, to sort out a large heap 
of various grains before nightfall. The ants took pity on 
her and completed the task for her. Another task was to 
fetch water from an Inaccessible fountain, A friendly eagle 
completed this for l»r, Flaally, she had to go down to TIades 
to bring a casket of beauty frtxn Persephone, She had almost 
completed this when curiosity got the better of her and she 
opened the casket. It did not contain beauty but a deadly 
sleep which overcame her. This is where Cupld found hor. 
With the permission of Zeus ho revived her and marriod her, 
Cupld represents the fusion of the good and the bad 
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Instincts, He carrlea off Payche* Apollo's Delphic Oracle 
had advised Psyche's father to dress her as a bride and leave 
her on a lonely hill-top. The proalse was marrlane. However, 
Cupid did not formally marry her. Later on he rescued her 
from the revengeful clutches of Venus and married her, Venus 
represents the egotist \rtiose vision is limited by subjectivity. 
Finally, Psyche represents struggle, patience and the ability 
to confront greatly painful experiences. She also represents 
evolution of the human soul. At this point the poet enters 
the myth and through the agency of 'Ode to Psyche' strives to 
deify her a M thus reward her, 
Keats consulted Lempriere's Ci&asiQril^  Dir>ti9^py 
where the meaning of Psyche is explained as 
The word signifies 'the soul' and this 
personification of Psyche, first 
mentioned tsy Apulleus is consequently 
posterior to the Augustan age, thounn 
it is connected with antlent (sic) 
mythology, 7 
Even before he wrote the ode, Keats had referred to 
her in 'I stood Tlp-Toe' 
The silver-lamp - the ravishment - the 
wonder 
The darkness - loneliness - fearful thunder (11, 1V7-1W 
The alternating sorrow and happiness doled out to her by 
7. K, A l l o t t , i2IU-2iJb«f p . 208, 
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fate makes a deep Impression on h ^ . 
The ode begins with the poet's vision of the lovers 
at a moment rich in experience, The moment is significant 
because it captures the beauty and the depth of true love and 
also the peace of fulfilment* The trauma and the trials are 
over and the two lovers have been united, A future full of 
happiness and promise lies before them. The opening 
salutatiDn *0, Goddess* lays the foundation of a mythological 
scene. The poet is in his oharaoteristio trance-like state 
Surely I dreamt today or did I see 
The winged Psyche with awakened eyes? 
This in-bett/een state excludes all his personal prejudices, 
feelings and emotions, and makes his presence unobtrusive. It 
also gives the vision a dream-like quality that gives him the 
license to add to existing mythology. It also allows the 
poet to transcend the limits of Time and trespass into the 
land of cods. He is now walking in a forest, which like 
every other Keatsian recess is rich in the lushness of 
foliage and blossoms* Infact, it recaptures the descriptions 
of Cyprus i/here Cupid's mother Aphrodite first landed. At 
the touch of her feet the herbs blossomed into flowen The 
Hours and Graces who in mythology, are the attendants to 
divinities surrounded her and wove perfixned garlands and 
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floral pobes fop hep that reflected the colours of various 
floweps. Hence, she became ttie goddess of gardens, flovers , 
fpuitfulness of the animal world and also the vegetable world. 
Heaths and drowsy valleys blessed vlth spring and vernal 
breezes were hep haunts* Sft» was also the mistress of love, 
desire, beaulq^, charm and seduction. 
Though no mention of Aphrodite is made by the poet, 
we cannot help recoilcc tine her xjhai \ic read 
In deepest gPass, beneath the whispering roof 
Of 1 reaves and trembled blossoms, where there ran 
A brooklet, soapee espied. 
Mid hushed, cool-pooted flowops, fPagrant-eyed, 
Blue, silver white and budded Tyrian, 
They lay oalm-breathing on the beddea grass? 
(11. 10-15) 
Nature, love, poetry and myth integrate to create a picture of 
freshness, beauty, rir^eness and fertility. The beneficence of 
Aphrodite is clearly visible. The love is renewed everytime 
the lovers wake from •slimber' and is compared to the daily 
rising of the sun wiiich is the giver of life and energy. It 
is described as *aurorean love', Aurora, in Greek laythology, 
the rosy fingWred goddess of the Ibrn, was the mother of the 
stars, and of the morning and evening breezes. She, too,like 
Aphrodite, rose from the sea to bring lioht to the earth. 
With the light, she brings fresh, renewed love for Cupid and 
Psyohe, 
UO 
The vision of this true love proves to be a vision 
of TrutJi itself for Keats. True love rated high with Keats 
I am certain of nothing but of the holiness 
Of the heart's affections and the truth of the 
Imagination* What the Imagination seises 
as Beauty must be truth «• whether It existed 
before or not ••••• The Imagination may be 
eompared to Adam's dream • he awoke an^ 
found it truth, 8 
(Letter to Bailey) 
Through this imaginative recreation of mythology, he discovers 
a vision of purity and truth, 
ThQ vision is analysed further when he recognizes 
*the winged boy* as Cupid, lie la now enraptured by the beauty 
of his companion 
But \^o wast thou, 0 happy, happy dove? 
(1. 22) 
The dove is one of the birds beloved of Aphrodite, Psyche 
se^ns to him to be the 
loveliest vision far 
Of all Olympus's hlerarol^ 
(11.2U-25) 
He feels that she displaces the beautiful Phoebe and Yesper, 
Phoebe Is the 'bright* daughter of Sala and Uranus, At times 
^ , Roll ins, fliU-ffiUt.t ^ol- ^1 PP» 18^185. 
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she is confused with her grand-daughter Artemis, the goddess 
of taie moon. Vesper Is the brightest star In the slcy. With 
her Incomparable brl^tness and glory, Psyche leaves them 
behind. Also, she Is the 'latest born' of the olympians and 
this endears her all the more to the poet who in this stanza 
seems to reflect the i^ilosophy of Rvoerion that the first in 
beauty is the first in might. Like Apollo, the young god 
defeated the older generation of gods with his matchless 
beauty, so Psyche l«ives behind Hioebe and Vesper with hers. 
Psyche's beauty is the coherent fusion of struggle, experienoe, 
wisdom and purity. The pain and trouble of life has given 
her a unique identity, Keats defines these views in a letter 
to Geox^e 
Do you not sec how necessary a World 
Of Pains and troubles is to school an 
Intelligence and make it a Soul ? A 
place where the heart must feel and 
suffer in a thousand different ways,9 
Now, Psyche has passed the test of the 'Vale of soul 
Making'^ and has achieved a 'schooled' identity or in 
mythological terms the potential of divinities. She has led 
Keats onto expanded consciousness regarding human intellect. 
Thus mythology has created within Keats a kind of renaissance 
or a reawakening of consciousness ^bout values that had with 
time faded and diminished. Not only does he experienoe this 
9. Rollins, aiU-2l!t-» Vol, II, p. 102, 
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oonsoiousness \jlth her but he also tries to act in accordance 
vith this experience. Armed vith this illusination, he 
laments ttie fact that suoh an exceptional goddess is bereft 
of the worship and adoration of the pious men of ancient years 
• • ••••••temple thou hast none, 
No altar heaped with flowersj 
No virgin-choir to make delicious moan 
Mo shrine, no grove, no oracle, no heat 
Of pale-mouthed prophet dreaming. 
(11. 28-35) 
He once again yearns for the Golden Age 
... holy vrere the Iiaunted forest boughs 
Holy the air, the water, the fire. 
(11. 38-39) 
It is too late now for those •antique vows' but vrith 
his new, deepened understanding he is in a position to 
... see, and sing by my own eyes inspired 
So let me be thy choir and make a moan 
Upon the midnight hours — • 
(11. if3-Jf5) 
So intense and so sincere is his devotion to this paean taaid 
that he is ready to be 
Thy voice, thy lute, thy pipe, they Incense 
sv/oet 
Frc»a swinged censer teeming j 
Thy shrine, thy grove, thy oracle, thy heat 
Of palG-cK>uthed prophet dreaming. 
(11. ^ •6-lf9) 
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The process of deification has begun. He Is detemlned that 
there shall be no lapses* The poet now behaves like an 
ancient bard freely exjJloltlng the privilege of adding to 
mythology. Psyche Is now placed In modern conteict. The poet 
realizes that the world Is degenerate and corrupt. There Is 
no holy and pious place on Earth at all* The early Giredc 
religion laid great emi^sls on sanctity and purity. Everything 
offered to a god was to be strictly clean and pure* All 
Impurities were removed through the^rltual of carrying around 
the Impure or Infected place or person or thing a pig or a 
co<& which absorbed those Impurities, Finally it was 
destroyed. Any suggestion of Impurity was likely to rouse 
the wrath of the divinity and then he vTOUld bring terrible 
disasters upon those who were responsible. Extremely 
conscious of these factors, the poet decides that the only 
holy place, worthy of a goddess like Psyche is within his mind 
Yes, I will be thy priest, and build a fane 
In sane untrodden region of my mind. 
(11, 5b-5l) 
To compensate for the ancient n^lect, he strives to build 
this imaginary teaple to felicitate the goddess. His thot^hts 
are 'nei; grown with pleasant pain* of a new widerstandlng and 
they branch out around tiie t^aple. This n&.: intensity of 
thought contrasts with the earlier 'thoughtless' state. Along 
with Psyche, Keats, too, has evolved. 
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He visualizes a thloket of dark trees fringed by 
ranges of high mountains. The valley is filled with zephyrs, 
streams, birds and bees. The piotiare recollects the Goldon 
Age with its realm of Flora and Pan, In the midst of this 
vegetative richness which gathers together the benefioencG of 
Gala and all her eartii-goddesses, he plans to build a temple 
for Psyche, The aanctury will be 'rosy*. The rose is the 
flower of Aphrodite, The sanctury will be decorated 'With 
the wreathed trellis of a working brains*. Her gardener will 
be 'Fancy' or the imagination. With his special creative 
faculties he \d.ll breed flowers that will seem ever-new. 
The sensuous natural setting of the first stanza now 
synchronizes with the mind and the imagination to produce a 
place of adoration and devotion for the goddess. It is a 
place ^ yhere 
,,....,all the soft delight 
That shadowy thought can win, 
(11. 6it-65) 
will be available. The thought must be shadowed by sensuous, 
physical appreciation to reach the ideal state. His actual 
gift to Psyche is *warm love' accompanied by the sharpened 
faculties to appreciate it. 
The 'bright torch* at the open window allows that 
all secrecy is over and now Cupid can be properly welcomed. 
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Keats*8 sensuous nature wishes to preserve along with all 
her s|fl?ltual goodness | tiie sheer physical beauty of the 
goddess and offer her as a sourte of Inspiration and as an 
example to all true lovers. 
Another slgnlf loanoe of the lighted window Is that 
like the song of the nightingale and the Grecian urn, this 
temple, too, Is a permanent, refreshing Ideal In a changing 
transient world. The whole world Is daxk and only the altar 
of Psyche Is flooded with bright light. She Is the only one 
who has through perseverence and purity passed the test of 
sanctl^. 
tOde to a Nightingale* does not reinterpret or 
recreate any particular Greek myth. However, the spirit, 
atmosi^ere and values of a pagan \/orld are richly Invoked. 
>fythology, by now, had bec(»ie so Integral a part of tl^ 
Imaginative, creative and critical faculties of Keats that 
his poetry cannot be dissociated from lt« This ode brings 
together the central problems that tormented him all his 
life. While discussing these problems, Keats Is searching 
for release from the predcmdnant misery of the human lot. 
The release, he feels, can come only through a vision of 
Ideal beauty. This ideal, for him, is contained In the very 
nucleus of Greek mythology. With the limitations of reality 
weighing down upon him, the poet Is not equipped to glimpse 
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the golden, glorious vorld of the gods. He tries to 
aocoQi^lsh this task }3y Integrating with a being outside 
himself whose innoo^iioe and purity ean break the barriers 
between the aortal and iatmortal worlds and transport him into 
realms of beauty «-—> the nightingale* 
The nightingale is oi^ of the birds whose singii^ 
heralds the arrival of Apollo. When Apollo came, he brought 
spring and freedom from auttsnnal dangers and disuses. Like 
the star in the east proolained the birth of Christ, so the 
song of the nightingale proolaios the arrival of Apollo. Both 
of them ean be considered as ^nblems of hope. They bring to 
mankind the message that better days are about to come. 
The nightingale has some specific associations for 
Keats as is revealed in his earlier poetry. El^rsium is the 
Kingdom of Rhadamanthus ^itho is one of the judges of the lower 
world ^ e r e the sotils of the dead are first taken. It is 
described as the 'Island of the Blest*. It is a happy land 
of spring, sunlight, happiness and song where the souls of 
th^se favoured by the gods enjoy an liaaortality of bliss. 
W h U e referring to Elysium in his poem 'Bards of Passion and 
of Mirth', Keats writes 
Where taie nightingale doth sing 
Hot a senseless I tranced thing, 
But divine melodious truth| 
FhilosoiMc numbers smooth; 
^ 
Tales and golden histories 
Of heaven and its oystrles. 
(11. 17-22) 
Thus tiie nightingale is the <voioe of Elysiisi. It is a 
poet and a philosoi^er vhose message guides even the gods. 
Those on earth, whose oonsolousness Is not so refined, find 
it 'a senseless, tranced thing*. Keats vrote to Reynolds 
It is a flaw 
In happiness to see beyond our bourn —— 
It forces us in summer skies to mourn: 
It spoils the singing of the nightingale 
(11. §3-85) 
The nightingale, hence, has always been a guide. It ha^ ? 
brought realizations both pleasant and unpleasant. 
When the poem opens, the oharm of the nightingale's 
song has already begun to work on Keats. He is subjected to 
a kind of preternatural change. The voice of the nightingale 
enraptures liim and he is irresistibly led forward. Like 
Hermes, the conductor of the soiCLs of the dead to the 
underworld, the song of the nightingale conducts the soul of 
the poet to new realms. The poet is not in control of 
himself. The magical notes, like the magnetic music of an 
enchantress saturate him and carry him *Lethe wards*. *Lethe* 
in Greek mythology Is a river in Hades beyond the Elyslon ^ 
Fields where those souls about to be reborn, drink oblivion 
of former lives. The nightingale appears to be an agency 
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merging with wham would provide him with relief* Gradiuaiy, 
the poet is drifting away froa the state of conscious 
awareness towards one \^ioh is nonrational but creative. He 
oan now glJiapse the basio struoture and the natural laws which 
have been preserved in mythology. With its exquisite song the 
bird appears to hla like a *light-winged* Dryad or a tree-
nymph from Gre^ mythology. The eomi^eted picture places it 
in one of those green bowers that to Keats are reminiscent of 
the Golden Age, The whole plot appears 'melodious' —— it is 
invested with magical potentialities. The preternatural change 
affeots the landsoape as well and before we know it, we are 
given a glimpse of warmth, happiness and glory, 'Summer' is 
the season of ripeness and fertility. The blossom and the 
fruitage is at its peak and the nightingale sings its praises 
'•••••**«in full-throated ease*. 
The poet now invokes the aid of old wine tiiat 
••••«•••...•••.hath been 
Cooled a long age in the deep-delv*d earth. 
(U. 11-12) 
and now oombines all the elements of beauty and creativity, 
of happiness ai^ celebrations, the intozieating sensuousness 
and sweetness of Flora who is the goddess of blossoming 
plants, the delightful merry-making at ceremonies, the 
essense of inspiration drawn from Hippocrene (the spring on 
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I^ ount Helieon^ saored to tho smses) dissolve together to form 
the beakor of purple wine *With beaded bubbles winking at 
the brim*. These ocaponents oan be compared to the ingredients 
of a druid*s magio potion* With ages of olos^iess to Gaia or 
Mother Earth this wine has acquired limitless potentialities. 
Through being cooled for ages In the depths of iSarth, it has 
Imbibed the i-dsdom, strength and benefioenae of Gaia, It also 
combines the dreams of the poet. It is one of the agencies 
that can removG him from a pain-filled world and transport 
him to the ideal ''orld represented by the nightingale. The 
nightingale is above the ravages of time. It has never known 
•The weariless I the fever, and the fret*. Thus it oan be 
equated with a divinity. It has transeended the limits of 
mortality. By leaving behind the world of pain and trouble 
it has beoome immortal. These mythological potentialities 
of the nightingale represent a unity between man and his 
universe and ^ e resultant serenity. The negation of all 
these problems is the solution to man's fallen state, where 
The dull brain perplexes and retards. 
So, the cup of wine which had appeared so promising is 
simply an extension of Bacchus, Bacchus is the god of wine. 
He is Id^itified with Dionysus, He has both creative and 
destructive potentialities, !Ie is a god of vegetation as 
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veil as wine. He is famous for his vengeance. Those vrho did 
not recognize his divinity were driven mad. The daiighters of 
Ppoetiis under his Infltjenee destroyed their own children. So, 
under his influence oaxd cannot guarantee a creative state of 
mind. Thus the poet m>w turns to the 'viewless wings of Poesy* 
to perform this task. 
•Poesy' and •Fancy* are two recurring words in the 
poetry of Keats. •Poesy*, it appears, is poetry laden with 
varm^, s^nsuousness and beauty • Infact, it is a very mush 
glorified personification of poetry. The exclusive title 
brings to mind a beautiful enigmatic Greek goddess, radiant 
w l ^ love and beneficence. Its attributes Include the ability 
to preserve beauty, and also the ability to understand and 
sympathise with human nature, •Fanoy* is aiK>ther name for the 
Imagination, It is bom through inherent creativity. It Is 
responsible for feeding •ft>eay» with aspirations, dreams, 
longings and desires. Infact It represents the very parentage 
of 'Poesy*, A union of 'Fancy* with situations gives birth 
to 'Poesy'. Here, too, 'Fancy' and •Poesy* come to his 
rescue. All at once, he beholds that 
,..,.. haply the Queen-Mcxjn is on her throne 
Clustered around ^ lisr starry fays. 
(11. 36-37) 
The moon, a picture of loveliness is presented In c^thlcal 
terms. In the next line, its glorious majestic state is 
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oontrasted with the earthly state of man ^ o Is represented 
by the poet, sitting In total darkness. The only relief 
oom«s In the form of light which •...from the heavens is vrith 
the hreezes blown*. He is laBBObile in a grave of vegetation 
which is the rioh and ripe product of May, Ihe picture 
recalls the image of Adonis buried deep under floi/ers and 
leaves in [^y^ vminr^ . Aooordlng to the myth l^rrha, daughter 
of King Theias of Assyria refused to honour Aphrodite, As a 
punishaent she was inflicted with an incestuoiis love for her 
own father, .^#ith the help of a nurae and under cover of 
darkness she tried to satisfy her desires. One day her 
father-lover discovered her identity and would have killed 
her, if the gods had iK>t listened to her prayer and changed 
her into the tree called myrrh. Soon a beautiful boy was born 
from the tree. He was given to Persephone to bring up. One 
day while he, Adonis, was out hunting, he met Aphrodite who 
immediately fell in lovo with him. She tried to warn him but 
he attempted to hunt a boar which killed him, Tho boar, in 
some versions of the myth, is Ares, a jealous lover of 
Aphrodite, The blood of Adonis was changed Intp roses and 
the tears that Aphrodite she^ Into anemones. Hence, he became 
completely buried In a grave of veeetation. Both Persephone 
and Aphrodite appealed to Zeus who revived him and decided that 
Adonis should spend a third of the year wherever he wished, a 
third v;lth Persephone and a third with Aphrodite, i'he syth 
can be paralleled to the myth of the Great Mother and her lover 
n 
who dies as the vegetation dies but comes to l i f e again, 
Keats, t i e poet, experiences the symbolic death. Thus, he 
ccanpromises vflth mythology. The compromise i s not inappro-
pplate, Eatfiaiasted by the t r i a l s of l i f e , iinable to evolve 
creat ively, he returns to the 'seed' s ta te i^ich v i l l 
refresh, refurnish and re-equip him for the t r i a l s of l i f e . 
There i s no contrariness, no confusion in th is image but 
suspension of the senses and hope for re-enforcouent '?lth 
l i f e and onergy. 
And mld«f%y's eldest child 
(1. m 
This reference to Kay or J^aia recollects the Mother-figure 
again. The grave can be equated with the wcwnb to which 
the poet has returned. I t symbolizes the beginning f a 
new kind of l i f e , v/lthin this archetypal framework this 
suspended s ta te appears to be the promise of deliverance. I t 
i s a cosipensation for an unsatisfying l i f e , an ascent towards 
a healthier and fuller vision. 
Death the demon also integrates with Mala the 
beautiful mother figure. I t d es not symbolise the complete 
annihilation of the self of the poet but an extinction of 
earttily problems. In moments of intensity this is the death 
Keats always -'ished for 
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• •••• .•••••• Many a time 
I have bedn half In love \^ lth easefoil Death 
(11, 51-52) 
Just before he died he said to Severn 
I shall soon be laid in the quiet grave — 
01 I can feel the cold earth upon me - The 
daisies growing over me - o, for this aulet — 
it will be ay first, 10 
Death, like any other thing of beauty gives him 
intense pleasure. 
The nightingale, in its role as a divinity 
craabines the musical talent of Apollo, the happiness of 
Elysium, the fertility of l%ia, the wisdom of C-aia and the 
beauty of Adonis* Conscious of its attributes and divine 
status the poet realizes he cannot integrate with it. The 
union of a mortal and Immortal cannot be adiieved. As its 
special attribute he recognises the ability to heal wounded 
souls. The poet visualizes the beautiful notes wiping away 
the tears of the unhappy exile Ruth and always charming 
trouble away and creating a beautiful world for the »emperor' 
as well as the 'clown'. Not;, having completed its task of 
providing a few minutes of solace to the poet's wounded soul, 
the nichtingale prepares to leave. 
10. Rollins, attfc-Olt.» Vol. II, p. 378. ~ ~" 
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The * magic oasement* Is the window between the 
two worlds of realit^r and ideal beauty* All at once Keats 
diseoveps that he is on the »forlorn* side whereas the 
nightingale is disappearing on the other side* He is left 
alone with the realizations that the 'actual* world of grief 
is inescapable. It has to oo«exist with the ideal world, 
Man has come too far in the scale of evolution and now 
neither can be distilled from the other. The poet returns 
to his earlier stupor-like state 
Was it a vision, or a making dream? 
Fled is that music,«« Do X wake or sleep? 
(11, 79-80) 
This completes the circular nature of the poea^ It is 
indicative of perfection. The experience has exposed 
mythology before the poet as a channel for evolution. The 
tested, superior, classical norms and values are suffused 
with soft, palpable human emotions and needs. This 
combination results in an unusual vision that gives his 
poems their special appeal. 
CHAPTER III 
ELEMENTS OP MTPHOLOOY IN THE ODES - II 
*Ode on a Qreolan Urn* continues the theme of 
•Ode to a Nightingale'. In fact, it provides answers to 
some of the questions raised in the earlier ode* The 
object of inspiration this time is a marble urn with 
pictures of * silvan* life engraved on it, Keats's 
fascination with Greek mythology was intense. Severn 
quotes Keats*s ec»nment *... the Greek Spirit — » the 
Religion of the beautiful) tdie Heligion of Joy ...'^  This 
•spirit* has receded from the face of the Earth and can only 
be found in the midst of mythology. The Grecian urn, hov/ever, 
still crystallizes those days. The inscribed scenes kindle 
the imagination of Keats, and while recreating those ancient 
days he observes within them visions of beauty and universal 
experience of eternal endurance. Through such mythological 
thinking, he recreates the natural behaviour and responses 
of the uncOTiplicated early man and draws inspiration from him. 
The urn, hence, is the point of i7ocus or the ooncrete 
centre. True to his sensuous nature, Keats uses a physical 
object to represent the permanence of the truths of life as 
deciphered by the miiui and the heart. These abstract ideas 
1, Cited by Douelaa Ba&h^ John Keats CLondon 1066)^ p. I^Q. 
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are physically manifested through these pictures, The 
association of th« van with ancient Grecian life invests it 
with antiquity and respectability. We recall the vine 
••• that hath been 
Oool*d a long age ••• 
(11, 11-12) 
In *CM.e to a Nightingale* which se<ans to Keats the combina-
tion of sweetness, sensuousness, delight, oystery and 
intoxication, The same attributes can be given to the urn. 
The urn, of course. Is purely imaginary — a 
combination of Keats's recollections of the Sosiblos vase, 
the Borghese vase, the Townley vase, the Portland vase, the 
2 
Bacchic pictures of Poussln and the Elgin Ilarbles, 
According to Pettet, a pasaape from Collins's 
!^ he Passions 'formed an embryo out of which a considerable 
part of his ode evolved'. He traces the use of 'Tcinpe' and 
the 'liappy melodist, unwearied' to Collins's poem. Also, he 
points at the concludinc three lines for being particularly 
significant 
Revive the Just Designs of Greece 
Return in all thy simple state ^ 
Confirm the Tales her Sons relate l-^  
2. Ian Jack. K^i^ aft4 The Mirror of Art (Oie^ ordf 1^7) j n.218. 
3, E,C, Pettet, On the Poetry of Keats TCambridge, 19^5, 
VP. 318-319 . 
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Wcyen seen against this backr^round, the urn is 
symbolic of the basic principle that governs all forms of 
life. It depicts the beauty, purity and enchantment of the 
ancient Greolan life and serves as an all time culde to 
later generations. It Is definitely more than an Inanimate 
piece of decoration. Its stature Is that of a mythical 
divinity. The opening lines of the ode sound like the 
Invocation of a deity 
Thou still unravlshed bride of quietness, 
Thou foster-child of silence and slow time, 
Silvan historian, who canst thus express 
A flowery tale more sweetly than oiir rhyme I 
(11. Uh) 
The urn, hence, Is as beautiful, powerful, enigmatic and 
enchanting as any mythical goddess. It Is a divinity, li'ce 
Psyche, who has withstood tiie challenges and ravages of tine 
and proved her purity and loyalty. It Is a poet lilte Apollo 
who tells a •leaf-fring'd legend' ,,, »more sweetly' than 
any mortal. It Is also Immortal and beneficent. 
The poet goes on to furnish this nei«;ly-croated 
goddess with a nythical history. The artist who created 
the urn Is now dead and gone and the abstractions 'Silence 
and slo^^•time' are the divinity's foster-parents, Ainong its 
divine attributes are permanent youthfulness (as is implied 
by the use of 'child') and also wisdom (as Is shown by the 
use of 'historian'). 
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In its »leaf»frlng»d legend* the u m does not relate 
everyday experiences but tells of a *mad pursuit', of a 
•struggle to escape', of a 'vlld ecstacy'. These phrases 
recollect Bacchus the Roman God of wine and his rout of 
votaries, both male and female.Satyrs, SHeni, f^enads, and 
Bassarids acccxapanied Bacchus on his conquests. T h ^ danced 
vildly, either intoxicated or possessed, and tore wild 
animals and at times even hisnan beings to pieces, Bacchus is 
identified with Dionysus in G r e ^ mythology, Dionysus was 
the son of Zeua and Semele, Semele was consumed by lightening 
and Dionysus X'/as entrusted to foster parents Ino and Athaznas, 
Hence there is a similarity bett^ /een Diohysus and the urn, 
Dionysus, apart from helnr, the god of wine, is a suffering god, 
a god of vecetation who dies and comes to life again. He is 
also an inspirer of music and poetry. With him \-jere introduced 
into Greel: religion the elcc^nts of eostacy and mysticism. 
The urn, hence, in its role as the inspirer of poetry and 
music and also through Its function of reviving Grecian life, 
can be considered as a f«aalo counterpart of uionysus. 
To the poet it seeaa that the incident the legend 
elaborates took place in either Tempo or Arcadia. In 
classical antiquity these two places were renamed for their 
natural beauty and the happiness of the people who liveti 
there, Arcadia contains a temnle of Apollo, Hemes (the god 
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of luck, vealth, sleep, dipearaa, and fertility, patron of 
merchants and thieves) and Pan (the god of flocks and 
shepherds) were originally Arcadian gods. Thus, the nm-r 
Keatsian goddess joins their ranks. 
The next stan&a finds the poet smoothly sailing away 
from tlie tiao-bound world into the timeless world. He now 
listens to the music not with his •sensual ear*, but with 
his 'spirit'. The 'ditties' are 'unheard' yet 'endeared'. 
Like ^ e music from the sj^eres, the mheard notes filly 
saturate his senses and he goes into a kind of a trance. He 
sees a 'Fair youth beneath the trees,,•' who is playing a 
pipe. The trees are leafy, green, thick and in full bloaoi. 
The picture recreates one of those fertile green bowers that 
occur again and again in the poetry of Keats, The bo^ e^r 
recollects the unspoilt vegetation and perfect physical 
beauty of the Golden Age, as the green recess of 'Ode to 
Psyche' had done. In this case the bower is frozen In marble. 
The trees will never be exposed to the ravages of aatienn. Age 
will not creep over and destroy the boy. He will continue to 
sing forever and will always be beautiful. This picture may 
be considered as a projection of Keats's private Elysium — 
eternal sensuous beauty that is above the ravages of time and 
the undying abili^ to create poetry 'for ever newl' It 
represents a dream-world above the frightening and depressing 
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reality of 
Where youth grofws pale, and 
8peotre«thin and dies} 
\lheTe but to think is to b© full of sorrow 
And leaden»eyed despairs 
(»Ode to a Nightingale', 11, 26-28) 
The next picture shows a lover pursuing his beloved 
in an attempt to kiss her. As Keats integrated with the 
'Fair youth' so he does with this lover, Inspite of the 
proximity, the lover will not be able to kiss his beloved. 
The pair of lovers like Cupid and Psyche, and also Ilk© 
himself and Fanny, inspite of intense feeling for each 
other, are not able to attain falfilment. Like Midas, they 
are frozeaa. in a golden world. Incidentally, Midas has an 
association with Dionysus, The companion of Dionysus, 
Silenus, lost his way and reached the palace of King Midas, 
Midas entertained hla hospitably, so Silenus rewarded him 
with a X'Tlsh, Hldas wished that all hs touched should turn 
to gold. Later, \rtien he found that even the meat that he 
ate turned to gold, he asked to be relieved of the wish 
which he managed by washing in tlie River Pactolus, Perhaps 
recollecting this myth, Keats tells the lover » — yet do 
not grieve'. He IMlcates that there is always hope for 
relief. Just as the bower is rich and green and representing 
early spring and not the season of ripeness, the love, too, 
is young, fresh and still to ripen, 'still to be enjoyed'. 
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The entire scene, like the m m deplota a atat© of being 
*unravlshed'. Placed in proper xny the logical context, the 
urn represents the *BQrthlc oonselousness* of Keats, Oven 
Barfleld defines the term as 'a renewal of lost insights'. 
More Important than Increasing the sensuous beauty of these 
pictures, is the contribution that knowledge of these 
background myths mak«s towards their meaning* Through 
mythology, Keats reaches that sensitive, basic nerve of 
human experience that makes him familiar with its circular, 
recurrent nature. Thus, the coianon experiences of Cupid 
and Psyche, himself and Fanny, Hidas and his golden touch 
unite in the picture of the lover and his beloved. 
Ah, happy, happy boughs, that cannot shed 
Your leaves, nor ever bid the spring adieu, 
(11. 21-22) 
The boughs, here, are treated as separate entitles 
capable of experiencing happiness. In ^ e garden of the 
gods at Elysium there is eternal spring and uninterrupted 
music. The 'happy melodist* reminds us of Orpheus, another 
follower of Dionysus, This association strengthens the 
relationship between the urn and this god, ()rpheus played 
the lyre so well tliat his music had a spell-binding effect 
on even animals. The following three lines are expressive 
h. Cited by Riefcard E. Hughes, The Lively Imap:e i h Mvthg 
ito lifit^ra^w^ (U.S.A., 1975), p.5. 
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of a similar state 
All breathing human passion far above 
That leaves a heart high sorrowful and cloy'd 
A burning forel^ad, and a parching tongue. 
(11. 28-30) 
The next picture transports him into the very heart 
of the old Greek religion. It depicts a gorgeous sacrificial 
procession led by a priest with a heifer. Perhaps the 
picture was nrotivated by the painting by Claude 'Sacrifice to 
Apollo'• Ian Jack says 'The elegiao tone of Keats's lines is 
profoundly in sympathy with the serene nostalgia of Claude's 
religious prooesslons'.'^ The image has oocured before in the 
'Epistle to Reynolds' where he wrote 
Th« sacrifice goes on| the pontiff loiife 
Gleams in the sun. the milk-white heifer lows 
The pipes go shrilly, the libation flowst 
(11, 20-22) 
The sacrificial procession occurs in Endvmlon (Book I) 
as well. There is no heifer there but »A troop of little 
childrenVA venerable priest' and ',,,Shepherd bands'. The 
poet goes on to say that these 'fair creatures' are 
••,.•*•,,,not yet dead. 
But in old marbles ever beaut if'J1 
(Sjaxaiaai Bk. i,ii. 318-319) 
Like Niobe, the unfortunate mother, •^Jlio turned to 
^. Ian Jaek, fiUa^iSii,, p. 219r 
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stone grieving for her beautiftO. ehlldrffii) these marbles 
preserve the memory of beautiful days nov lost. Among 
other things, they bring to us the pagan ritual of 
saorifioe. By surrendering to the deity the blood of a 
partioular animal, or in stray oases even of a human being, 
the worshippers prayed for the community's happiness, or 
for averting evil, or for the expiation of some erime. 
Purity was one of the essential pre-requisites of saorLflee. 
Henoe, on this 'pious morn' as the 'mysterious priest* leads 
the heifer to a 'green altar', we witness an ardent shoiv- of 
devotion. The reference to 'green altar* revives the concept 
of nature xrarship along with all its vitality and freshness. 
The vBiiJty end harmony of the community Impresses htm. 
Carried forward by the thought process, he arrives at 
a '••• little town by river or sea-shore' which is now 
•emptied of this folk*. Since the oongregaticm is Immobile 
the tcwn \rill always be empty, desolate and forlorn, lie Is 
removed from the happy scene and transported, as he was, In 
•Ode to a Nightingale' to the grim actual world symbolised 
by the little town, Unlike the earlier ode, however, this 
ode does not conclude on this unhappy note. The wealth of 
experience and visions revealed to him by his newest divinity 
has lead him to discover a certain philosophy that he defines 
in the final stanza. 
6lf 
The urni the great mythological 'historian* haa 
served as a lever to edge the poet*s nental faculties Into 
realms of greater taiderstanding, Keats recognizes the 
• 811 erice* of the urn as its individual strength. This 
•bride of quietness'» this foster-Kshild of * silence and 
slow-time* with its unheard melodies may be cc»aimrel to the 
Cave of Quietude fMYlIl^'^P Bobk IV) \&iere 
• ••••••..•••,,,,sile3:Me dreariest 
Is most articulate ••,, 
(11. 539-5^) 
The silence is healing and comforting < — a thing of 
serenity and solace. That is why 
Thou silent form dost toase us out of thought 
As doth Eternity 
(11, m^h5) 
The form projects eternal, timeless values that '.d.11 
never perish. It \-rill al^ -^ ays be 'a friend to man', Houever, 
to the unschooled soul or the man vltliout an Identity it 
will soom a 'Gold Pastoral'. 
Going back to G r e ^ mythology, we can compare the 
u m to the Sibyl Erythraean, The Sibyls were prophetesses 
inspired by some deity, mostly by Apollo, Sil^ rl Erythraean 
made prophecies regarding the Trojan War, Apollo offered 
her a gift and she aafeed for a life of as mas:^  years as a 
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fistfiJl of grains of saiii. However, she forgot to ask for 
prolonged youth. She became so old that she was hung up 
In an urn which later contains her ashes. In Roman 
mythology, the Sil^ yls are married/to Dis (the male god of 
the underworld) yet t h ^ remain virgins. 
Keats's Grecian urn has these siliylline qualities. 
The closing couplet of the ode may be regarded as its 
prophecy or message to mankind. The oracular properties of 
the ancient sibyls find expression in this apparent paradox 
Beauty is truth, truth beauty - that is all 
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know. 
(11, »*9-50) 
•Beauty* now means the inextricably woven joy and 
grief within human experience. This was the 'truth' he had 
been attempting to discover and had been frightened by in 
•Ode to a Nightingale'. 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' is a much 
more stable analysis of the same philosophy. Through the 
agency of the Grecian Urn, Keats comes to terms with this 
'truth* and realises that this is the superior, peinaanont 
beauty that constitutes the basic law of life. 
6 
The next ode 'Ode on elancholy' witnesses the 
deification of yet another deity created in the tradition 
6. Based on the chronological order followed by 
mriam Allott, on. ait.f p. 538, 
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of Apollo, Psyche, Mala and also the Grecian tJpn, The 
oentral idea of the poem Is the contrast between false 
melancholy that causes stagnation of the senses and true 
melancholy that Is a necessary condition for the most 
intense esperienoes that lead one on to the goal of beauty 
and creativit^y. The kinship betveoi intense sorrow and 
intense happiness is recognised as necessary and is brought 
together in the benevolent form of Melancholy, the goddess* 
This philosophy is visible in earlier poems too 
• •• Vbe, Woe! is grief containM 
In the very deeps of pleasure,,, 
datol l f la , Bk. I I , 11. 823-82if) 
Another lament similar to Cynthia's occurs in ' I sabe l la ' 
Even bees, the l i t t l e almsmen of sprir^ 
-bov/ers, 
Know there is richest juice in poison, 
-flowers 
(U. 103-10^) 
On at least tvo occasions, he exhibits this awareness 
in his letters. As early as March I819, he vrote to George 
and Georgiana Keats 
Gircunstances are like clouds 
Continually gathering and bursting — 
x^ hile we are laughing the seed of some 
trouble is Dut into Che) the wide arable 
land of events — w h i l e we are laughing 
it sprouts is (sic) grows and suddenly 
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bears a poison fruit vhlch ve must 
pluck — 7 
This Is a very positive statement that shears that 
Keats had been preoccupied with this problem for quite some 
time and that ultimately only mythology could find a solution 
to lt« That he Is already thinking on these lines is obvioijs 
from another letter, again to the George Keatses, \fhllc 
defining the •Vale of tears* he wrote 
— For Instance suppose a rose to have 
sensation, it bloom» on a beautiful Eiornlng, 
It enjoys ItseK — but there cones a cold 
wind, a hot sun '^ It oanru>t escape it, it 
cannot destroy Its aimoyanees — they are 
as native to the world as Itself i no more 
can man be happy Insplte, the v/orld (l)y 
elements will prey upon his nature, 8 
Mythological motifs are an Integral part of Keats's 
imagination. They enrich his expression and serve to unite 
the poet's instinct with his Intellect and give him his 
unique vision. To explain a philosophy, Keats naturally 
uses motifs as the rose, sun and wind. 
The first lecture on the Ennlish poets delivered by 
Hazlitt guided the poet in the cKpression of his ideas. The 
topic was Qn ^^tTY Xu GfiOTfaJL (Jan I8l8) and the follm-rlng 
extract is especially significant 
7. Rollins, am-flii., Vol. II, p. 79. 
8. lUM., VoirTTTpJ 101. 
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The poetical loppesslon of any subject is 
that uneasy, exquisite sense of beauty or 
power ti:iat •«• strives •»# to enshrine itself 
... in the highest forms of fancy, and to 
relieve the aehlng sense of pleasure by 
expressing It in the boldest manner, 9 
With the weight of this knowledge growing upon him, 
such a poen was inevitable. The trinity of a dramatic 
experience of beauty (*Ode to a Nightingale*), a thing of 
beauty (*Odc on Grecian Urn') and the spirit of beauty 
(*Ode on Melancholy*) was a necessary milestone in the 
evolution of Keats the poet. 
The first stanza is but one negative statement 
listing Images, taken from rqythology, of false melancholy. 
It is equated with oblivion, night, sleep and death through 
various classical references. The poet of the earllca" odes 
has taken a significant step ahead In maturity, for those 
tv;o poems had begun on an effort to leave behind the vorld 
of pain and sorrow. Now, the poet is not only ready to 
accept melancholy but also ready to face Its consequences 
*rio, no, go not to Lethe ,,.* begins the poet, Lethe, earlier 
referred to In *Ode to a Nightingale* Is the river in Hades. 
Water frOTn It was drunk by souls about to be reborn, so that 
they could forgot thDlr previous llveo. To the immature man 
who Is extr^nely sorrowful, it ofrers oblivion as solace, 
9, Cited by H, Allott, fla».«fll3t.»"p» !?^» 23 n. 
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similarly, 'Wolf's ban©* a herb with a poisonous juice, 
t^npts him like 'vine*. 'Nightsliade is a tree that bears 
poisonous berries and is associated with Prosperlne, the 
Queen of Hades, Here It Is personified as a deadly, 
venomous spirit in the guise of a temptress that destroys 
her victim with her poisonous kiss. Choking under those 
oppressive influsnees, the sorrowful victim makes a rosary 
of *yei-; berries* and appears as «vil and doomed as a priest 
of the occult. His very »Psyohe* a soul haunts him like a 
•deatlwmoth'. The total picture is chilling, infernal and 
rather ghostly. It projects a man with Inverted inclinations, 
Through continuous association with Hades, the faculties of 
the melanchDlio man become v^ue and unsubstantial and 
•drowns the wakeful anguish of the soul', 
ThG destroying, defeating melancholy can totally 
Incapacitate any man and keep him forever in a 'Vale of 
tears'. The poet cond«nns it and feels that It should be 
steadfastly avoided. 
True melancholy is not a defeatist experience but 
a creative one — a constructive gift of the 'Vale of Soul 
Making' «>— a guide towards creative evolution of the 
energies. The second stanza is another single statonent 
about the nature of true melancholy. Once again Keats draws 
his images from mythology. In contrast to the Images of 
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deoay and stagnation of the first stat^sient, this one Is 
laden vlth laages of fertility and purity. True melanchDly 
is described as a 'fit* that 'faH'Cs) from, »heaven» In the 
form of a 'weeping cloud •, It comes as a gift from th© gods 
and hence nourishes and revives. Vlhen Apollo had descended 
to the Earth, he brought the beneficence of spring as a gift 
for inanlclnd, Keats seems to recollect tho myth vhen he talks 
of the lifting of the • April Shroud*. The green hill now 
becomes greener. Even before removal, the shroud is 
associated with ^ riilteness and purity, April disintegrates 
as May, the month of spring, begins. The first of Hay 
recalls and r^jreates the very seeds of fertility. Mala the 
goddess of May is the mother-figure and the emblaa of 
productivity. The whole picture reconstructs the death and 
birth sequence of vegetation, Prosperlne is Persephone In 
Greek Mythology, After being kidnappe' by Pluto to llades, 
and then discovered by her mother Demeter, Zeus yielded that 
she should spend six months of the year on the Earth and the 
rest in the underworld. This myth is symbolic of the burial 
of the seed in the ground and the sprouting of vegetation. 
True melancholy exists on the same pattern. It Is associated 
with first the frigidity and barrenness of autiann and later 
with the fertility and fruitage of Spring, 
\11 those attributes gather together to create the 
profound figure of Melancholy. Growing with his philosophy 
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as the foundation, the abetraot eoaoept gains the statvire 
of a palpable personality. Invested wltii his 'Fancy* the 
personality blooas into an enticing Grecian goddess. 
Melancholy does not feature in the Greek pantheon but 
Keats *s treatment of her malces her story appear like an 
indepeoi^it, established myth. Led l^ her, the poet becoraes 
sensitive enough to drink in the poignant and enriohing 
beauty of sueh things as a 'morning rose', the glittering, 
multi->ooloured sand-dunes and a wealth of peoni«s« These 
images recollect the desoriptioii of Cyprus, the island 
north-east of Mediterranean, where Aphrodite, the G r e ^ 
goddess of love, first landed, Aphrodite Urania was the 
goddess of high, pure love whereas in her other aspect as 
Aphrodite Pandemos, she is the goddess of sensual lust. The 
goddess Melancholy leads her devotees to Aphrodite Urania, 
as is obvious by the following lines 
Or if thy mistress some rich anger shows 
Imprison her soft hand, and let her rave. 
And feed deep, deep upon her pecrl^s eyos 
(11, 18-20) 
In the third and last stanza Keats aetually comes ^ 
face to face with his goddess. This confrcmtation represents 
a tr^ty c^ his conscious az»l sub-oonseious thought-proc^ses. 
Through iqythology, he is able to reaeh this juncture, n the 
earlier oeoasions (e,g, when led by the beauty of tlic 
nightingale's song, ar^ when led by the silvan pictures on 
n 
the Qreoian Urn) he had only reaohed vhat he desoribes as 
the *temple of Delight*. This represents that cross-road 
in mental progress vhere tiiere is no oonfliet| where the 
eonsoious thoughts and the sub^eonseious thoughts do not 
destroy or suppress e a ^ other but healthily f loiurish side 
by side. In other iirordsy it represents oomplete knowledge, 
!fow, with the blessings of the divinity Melancholy to guide 
him, he can not only enter but also confront the * veiled 
figure* in her »sovran shrine'. The high pitch of his 
intensity does not break and he acknowledges the extent of 
her might. She elevafies him as her oracle and he, now, 
tells the world, the nature of the test she takes of her 
devotees 
Though seen of none save him whose strenuous 
tongue 
Can burst Joy's grape against his palate finet (11. 27-28) 
Now, he has passed th is tes t and has become her devotee 
as he had ear l ie r became of Apollo, Psydto, ^laia and even the 
Grecian Urn. In keeping with the t radi t ion of Greece and 
Rcffiie If here trophies of victory were hmg i^ in t copies, his 
soul too i s *••• among her clotady trophies hung'. The 
adjective 'cloudy* r^ainds us of the Heavenly palaces of the 
various gods, one of which i s now occupied by Melancholy, 
•Ode on Indolence* was also writ ten in May I8I9. 
10. M. Al lot t , flfi^i^jUA., P* 5»H. 
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Unlike the other odeSi however, it does not seem to analyse 
the living monent* The poet analyses his entire experience. 
Ills thoiight-prooess is projeeted in the form of a dreon. The 
adoption of this technique links him with Hermes, who among 
other things is the god of dreesns and sleop« 
In a letter to the George Keatses the poet had written 
This morning I am in a sort of a t«aper 
indolent and supremely earelesst I long 
after a stanza or two of Thomson's Castle 
of InAoleneo. neither Poetry, nor Ambition, 
nor Love have any alertx^ss of countenance 
as they pass by me t they seem rather like 
three figures on a Gredc Vase •—- a Man 
and two \fomen ••••• This is the only 
happiness. 11 
ilox'f, once again these three figures confront hln. 
Love, Ambition and Poetry «-«— these three abstractions 
single themselves out as the most Important and dominating 
forces of his life. Together they form a kind of non» 
Christian or pagan trinity. The poet is now at an important 
cross-road of his life. For a x^ hile he is like a lost 
traveller, bewildered and unhappy and not certain \rhether he 
should follow the trinity or take a path <m his own. Hermes*8 
other attributes include being a messenger of the gods, god 
of the roads, protector of travellers. He comes to the 
rescue of ths poet and through the agency of Indolence helps 
11. Rollins, i2BjuJaUl»» Vol. I, p. 78* 
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the poet to ehoose the right path. 
VIben the three Qreolan figures 'In placid sandals 
and In ^ hlte robes graced* Intruded, the poet was 'deep in 
Fhidan lore*. Phidias (500 B»C.) vas one of the greatest 
Athwilan artists famous especially as the sculptor of the 
Elgin Iferbles, These marbles were the adornments of the 
tficiple oS Athene on the Acropolis at Athens. Seme of them 
were acquired for the British I^ osuem by Lord Elgin, the 
British envoy to Greece and were consequently known as the 
Elgin l^arbles. Significantly the engraved scenes all 
depicted struggle in some capacity or the other. Within 
these mythological representations an artfietgrpal pattern 
which seems to have Impress^ Keats can be discerned. 
The main representation is the birth of Athene from 
her father's forehead and her struggle wltii Poseidon for the 
possession of Attica. There was a contest between the two 
and the gods pr«ais^ the land to whoever gave more usef^a ^ 
presents to the inhabitants. Poseidon produced a horse — « 
the symbol of practical utility, labour and the source of 
wealth. Athene produced the olive tree —— the symbol of 
peace and beauty. She was judged the winner. 
Another metope represents the battle of Zeus with 
Cronus. With the help of Cyclopes and Hundred-handed giants, 
Zeus waged from Mount Olympus, a terrible war against the 
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Titans, Finally! he defeated them vith his thunderbolts 
and stones. 
The Amazons wero a Paee of women warriors v^o lived 
in the neighbourhood of Euxlne* They invaded Attica, under 
their queen Hlppolyte, Theseus, King of Athans, repelled 
the invasion by capturing and marrying Hlppolyte, A scene 
from this battle adorns one of the Karbles, Another 
engraving depicts a scene from tfae Trojan War, This vas a 
fierce confrontation that continued for nine years between 
the Trojans and the Greeks. The famous incident of the 
Trojan Ibrse caused the fall of the city. 
Another Interesting depiction Is of the battle 
betvetti Coitaixrs and Lapithae, The C^itaurs were a race of 
beings shaped like horses with bodies of men. They had 
descended from Ixlon and Nephele and lived at Thessaly. 
When their neighbours, Laplthae wore holding the wedding 
feast of their king Pirithous and Hippodamia these Centaurs 
were Invited, They tried to carry off the queen, A fierce 
battle followed and they vrere driven from their haunts. 
The theme of struggle against dominating and 
distracted forces is the crux of all these representations. 
Led by these mythological representations the poet applies 
the archetype to his own life* He recognizes certain 
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oppressive forces that Interfere with spontaneous artiotle 
creation, t^thology now leads hin tot<rards avareness and 
self-discovery. He vrote in an earlier poaa 
Such dim«*eoneeived glories of the brain 
Bring round the heart an undeserlbable feud 
(On Seeing the Elgin !iarblos, 11. 9-10) 
Analysed within this framewozk, the ode represents the 
struggle a£ truei spontaneous creation with the d^nands 
of love, Ambition and Poetry and their ultimate defeat by 
Indolence xfho is as brave and powerful as any divinity, 
When these figures appeared, the poet did not 
recognize them. He had beoi lost in ^nothingness' and t h ^ 
broke through the shield, quietly and secretly. 
*••••• Ripe vms the drowsy hour 
The blissful cloud of siEJmer Indolence 
Benumbed my eyesi ray pulse grew less and loss 
Pain had no sting and pleasure's wreath 
no flower. 
(11. 15-18) 
The effect of indolence was like a tarance or a dream, 
IrwioloncG is now an agency of Hermes, These three figures 
moved in a circle and the poet wished they would 'melt* 
away and allow him to lose himself totally in the 
benefioenoe of Indolence, A new dimension is now added to 
this abstraction who is gradually shaping as a deity. Like 
the Grecian Urn and Melancholy, she too is a raotlier-flgure, 
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a glvor of ccMnfopt, security and peaee. Keats's constant 
preoccupation with the Mother-figure proves that his thought-
prooess Is essentially nytbolocloal. According to Robert 
12 Graves the foundation of Greek mythology vas the worship 
of the many-titled Hother-goddess, She Is Identified with 
the F.oon vhose three phases* ne\^, fUll and old represent the 
three phases of the oatrlaroh-maldeni nymph and orone. Later 
these three phases became the goddesses Selene, Aphrodite and 
Hecate. Eaoh of these goddesses appeared In triple-form to 
demonstrate her divinity, so the Mother-goddess became 
nine-faced. Hence, ^ e geneology of all fosale divinities 
can be traced back to one or the ot^er aspect of the Mother-
goddess, The Patriarchal society, according to Graves, came 
in with the Aryan settlers who brot^ht with them the male 
trinity ~ Indra, Mitra and Varuna, The idea peacefully 
reconciled to pre-Hellenio mythology and through successive 
stages, eventually Zeus, the masculine figure, came to rule 
the world. 
Indolence, too, can be linked to the Mother-goddess 
vhose benevolence attracts Keats. How that she had taken 
him under her protection, he could look at Love, Ambition 
and Poetry and analyse their ro le in framing liis thoucht-
prooess. In h is reflections on l i f e and in his phllosoT>hies 
1g. Rob^t Gravesf The Greek Fjrtha. Vol. I (Edlnbtirgh. IQ??)^ 
pp, 11-19. 
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they had always occupied the top strata. In fact, his 
entire career as an artist^ demonstrates their closeness. 
These vere the liirely active energies that supported the 
essential identity of Keats. Howeirer) he was aware of his 
dependence on them and knew all the time that he had to 
evolve into an independent *30til* and discard these 
supporting agents. This feeling is reflected in a letter 
to R^nolds 
.... We hate poetry that has a palpable 
design upon us -^^ and if we do not agree, 
seems to put its hands in its breeches 
?}00ket. Poetry should be great and 
undbtmsive, a thing which liters into 
one*s 80ul| and does not startle or anas^ e 
it with itself but with its subject — 13 
Like the three goddesses who appeared in triple-form 
to prove their divinity, these abstractions, too, form a 
trinity and conduct themselves in three circles. Because 
they are not divine, they cannot accomplish this suseessfully. 
They appear like 'Ghosts* and their triple circle forces 
rather occult interpretations. They are as unhealthy a M 
dismal as the inhabitants of Hades. The poet finally 
rejects them and they fade and he returns to Indolence. 
IMolenoo, hence, signifies not lethargy and laziness 
but a fertile visionary state where truth is clearly visible, 
13. Rollins, iiiuJillt»» Vol. I, p. 22if. 
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The sGi^tts of the poet are at rest, there is no *fever'. 
Happiness is eaaplete and a suooessfiCL \mion of the Heart and 
Mind has been brought about In Bternal Space. It is a 
fertile, creative state, as is provided by true Melancholy, 
There is drotrsiness, dreaminess and contentm^its* In fact, 
it recreates tSie atmosphere of Elysiian where the souls of 
those favoured by the gods find fulfilment, • ,., honied* 
Implies a golden, lethargic and slow moving reverie* Among 
other things, the coloiir gold is associated with Apollo, the 
beneficent patron of poets. The golden mood, hence, gathers 
together the blessings of Apollo, The moment of discovery 
reveals to the poet that associations with Lovo, Ambition and 
Poetry do not bring joy but force realizations that banish 
the golden euphoria. 
The poet compares his soul to a 'lawn*. This open 
expanse of rich, green grass, like every other open space in 
the poetry of Keats, is symbolic of freedom. This expanse, 
though sprinkled with flowers, was shadowed T^ the interplay 
of *shades* a M 'beams* that 'baffled' and 'stirred' him. 
This van caused Isy the intrigues of Love, Ambition and 
Poetry, Their desertion had come before him like a 'cloudy 
morn'. But, before the tears could fall, realization came 
to him like 'an open casement* o ^ r which 'pressed a nmi«-
leaved vine'. The vine, symbolic of himself, is old but the 
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leaves symbollo of his ttoughts are new* The vajnath and song 
enter his soul and \rhen he bids farewell to the three, 
says 'Upon your skirts had fallen no tears of mine*. The 
*opeai easement* has oocurod before In the other odes* In 
•Ode to Psyche' it had opened from the temple within the 
brain and in 'Ode to a Nightingale' it had been a 'magic 
casement' connecting the real and the ideal world. On both 
occasions, the poet had been stranded on the outer side, a 
mere observer of the happiness of those within. This tine, 
however, levered by mythology, he is within. Present by 
his side is the newly created goddess Indolence, Bathed in 
her radiant halo, he is the reoepient of oomplete happiness. 
At peace with himself and the world, he Inagines he 
is »cool-bedded» in the 'flowery grass'. The picture 
recollects his vision of Cupid and Psycho 
They lay calm-breathing on the bedded grass 
(1- 15) 
Also, it roollects the myth of Adonis who was killed by a 
boar while hunting . His M.ood was changed into roses. It 
was a symbolic burial after which he was resurrected by Zeus, 
Aphrodite and Persephone both loved him and after his 
resurrection claimed him, Zeus decided that he sho'jld spend 
part of tlie year with each. Through his death and 
resurrection, h© carae to represent the course of vegetation. 
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KMits*3 present 8tag« signifies that he too is undergoing 
a symholic burial after vhleh he vill emerge resurreoted as 
a creative poet, unhampered l^ any lialtations, 
•Ode to Autumn* was vritten in September I819, 
nearly three months after the 'May* odes* It reflects the 
peace of mind and mood of calm acceptance Keats had reached 
by now. There is no *fever*, no struggle, no quest, no 
analysis <•— only tranr i|uil meditation. 
The poem is about * Autumn' symbelioally the period of 
destruction, death and decay. However, the poet with his 
new vision does not mourn but slaply accepts it as the 
final cycle in the ritual of birth and death. Infact, it 
appears more poignant because it holds the promise of future 
fertility. 
In a letter to Reynolds, written from Winchester in 
the sano isonth, Keats O(»nroents on the weather and landscape 
How beautiful the season is now -—> How 
fine the air. A temperate sharpness about 
it. Really without joking, chaste weather 
•i«- Dian skies **.* I never liked stubble 
fields so ouch as now «»» Aye better than 
the chilly green of spring. Somehow, a 
stubble plain looks warm««.« this struck 
me so much in my Sunday's walk that I 
cCMaposed upon it. 1^ 
Keats associates autumn with 'Dian Skies'. Diana, 
m . liollins, axu-JSlt*! vol. II, p« 167. 
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In Homan !?ythology Is the deity connected \fith fertility 
and childbirth. She is young and beautiful and carries a 
torch. The light of this torch is symbolic of life or 
birth. She is identified witJi Greoleui Artemis and also 
with the Grecian Hecate, In Heaoid, Hecate is a deity 
connected with success in all fields — sports, war, 
wisdom, wealth. She is also connected w i ^ the earth for 
she can make it bring forth abundantly. She is an averter 
of evil. In statues, she was presented in triple form, 
perhaps looking down three roads where l^r statue stood, 
laa Jack associates Keats'o Autusui with Ceres, the Homan 
15 
deity whose Grecian counterpart i s Derneter. Geres stands 
for the generative power of nature tjhereas Demetcr was the 
goddess of corn and agriculture. The a t t r ibu tes of a l l 
these de i t ies combine to create the benevolent deity 
'AutiHan*, Douglas Bush writes 
, , , the delicate personifications , . , exhibit 
Keats's myth-malclng inst inot at i t s r ipest 
and surest , 16 
The Keatsian goddess i s beautiful and radiant . Her 
r»iianco i s laden with warmtdi and burstiniT ripeness. She 
represents the continual growth process. She l inks and 
re la tes tiie seasmis to the sun and the Earth, and also 
brings together the three kingdoms — vegetative, animal 
1^. Jack, aSLUiiX^f p. 291. 
16, Douglas Bush, ^ta^glQgy anj, 1?I^ S,J<Qfflafltig Xt&i 
l^nrUatl P^gtrnr (Massachusetts, 196?), p. 105. i^UOB to 
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and htsnaiu She is all pttFvaAing as the spirit of 
benefioenee and g«n«X09itgr and also as the guardian of 
fertility and fndtitiocu tJltimately^ like all other 
Keatsian goddesses, she is a magnifieent Hother-fignre -— 
patient, dignified, tender and laborious* 
The first line of the ode is a direct invocation of 
the deity 'Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness*. She 
is in deep conspiracy with her * close bosom friend* the 
maturing sun • The sun is associated with Apollo whose 
attributes include sunshine of spring and the blessings of 
harvest in simner and also warding off Ihe dangers of 
autiann and winter* The two energies eosibine to produce a 
partietCLarly productive season. The verse gatliiers together 
the impressiooa of a misty, autiam morning* The poet 
begins from the home —— the resort of the Mother-figure. 
The vines around the thatch eves are laden with fruits and 
flowers* The apple trees in the cottage yard are bent with 
the sheer weight of the fruit, which, in turn, is filled 
with *ripeness to the core** The gourds and the shells are 
swollen and pltnp* Flowers continuously bloom and the bees 
.*• think warm days will never cease 
For STBieaer h&a o*er«-briBmed their 
clammy cells* 
(11. 10-11) 
The images are mainly tactile and signify a depth of 
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oont«ited luxoFiAnee and happiness springing from the 
fiillness of life. The Smtslaa goddess though still 
invisible is present amidst the extravagant fmitition and 
flowering like a throbbing pc0.se» 
In the seecod stanaa she desoends into the sehssne 
of things and is visible and the soene of aeti(»i extends to 
the fields beyond Ihe eottage yard. Like the multi-faeed 
earthi^oddoss Heeatey she is presented in a axgaber or 
postures -•-> in the granary, relaxing in between bouts of 
threshing, in the field *soiB)d asleep* on a furrow, 
balaneing herself on a bridge serosa a brook ^ ihile carrying 
loads of grain and flnalljr by the oidar^press, vatohing 
the *••. last oosings hours by hours*• 
The images are visual sM repres^it a drowsy 
afternoon. Baeh of them is connected with a eharaoterlatie 
oeeupatlon of auttaan* The total picture reads like a 
catalogue of seasonal rites, Baeh rite sheds light on 
some trait of the goddess* She labours in the granary, 
deleting hard-'work, and perseverenee, 3he, tenderly 
•Spares tJie next swat& and all its twined flowers*. Thus 
she proves herself to be the guardian spirit and proteetor 
of all the flowering and productive things, k gleaner is 
one who collects the grain left In the harvest fields by 
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the «o)rk«rs. By oolleetlng a heavy load, she exhibits har 
qualities of atrength, effieien«y and thrift. The last 
picture t^ere she aits tQr the oider-press shows patience 
and fortitude. 
The last verse depiets an autinimal evening. From 
the familiar fields, ve novo on to the distant hills and 
skies. We are now faded vlth Aatiani the unhai^y goddess 
preparing for her departure. Now, ^ e poet beoooes the 
eonsoler. He tells her *Think not of them, thou hast thy 
music too*. 
The * barred olouds* reflect the sun that colours 
the fields vith a 'rosy hue*. Thus Apollo, the sun-god, 
establishes an association with AutUBsa. The gnats, crickets, 
lambs, robins and svallows pay their tribute to her. Their 
music is 
Among the river swallows, b o m aloft 
Or sinking as the light wind lives or dies. 
(11. 28-29) 
The river weeds, swaying in ^ e wind, carry this 
music all over the world. The picture recollects the river 
weed of the King Midas ntyth. Apollo had been challenged liy 
Marsyas, a Sa^r, to a music contest. The River-god 
Tmolus pronotaiced Apollo the winner* liidas protested and 
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was purdshod vlth donkey's ears* He M d his deformity 
tinder a tall oap but it vas discovered l^ his barber vho 
found the effort of keeping it a seeret unbearable. He 
dug a hole by the river and whispered the seeret in there. 
Tram that same hole sprang a weed that repeated the seeret 
everytime it was rustled by the winds, 
Hidas W81S a follower of Dionysus* Along with 
Persephone aod Demeter, Oi<»3ysus was worshipped at Bleusis 
during an agrarian festival* 13ila was originally a feast 
of purification and fertility having reference to the 
autuonal sowing of com* Later oa^ it \ms associated with 
the idea of descent into the lower \ft>rld and of a future 
life* The message relayed by the weeds is not sorrowful 
but one that infoms the world that Autumn is not departing 
but taking part in the final ritual of seasonal death* Like 
the 'gathering swallows* that have hopes of a xfarmer land, 
Autuzmi too, is just launching on a new cycle of 
productivity* 
Keats's use of mythology in the odes does not 
suggest a deliberate contrivance for the sake of poetic 
effect* On the other hand/he recognizes and recreates 
mental priixsiples which had been present in the mind of the 
early man and which have been unhlstorioally documented in 
mythology4 l&us he instinctively perceives the coimunicative 
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relevanee of certain anelent divinities to his artistic 
purpose I and through their fictionalised experiences he 
seeks deliveraoce froiB the oppiressive forces that limit 
his own creatiTe potential* l^thology leads him on to 
awareness and self-diseorery. It has become so integral 
a part of his critical and creative faculties that he 
cannot dissociate himself from it* Since man has come 
many stages away from the ancient ixnooencei the 
prixuiples have to be ireformed, recast and at times even 
added to. The poet successfully aeecmplishes it \^ adding 
to the existing nythology and even creating new myths. 
CHAPTEa 17 
BLaffiNTS OP MXTHOLOOY IN HZPERIOH 
In the prefao« to gn^vB^iQ^ Keats vrote 
I hope I have not in too late a day 
touehed the heautlft]! snrthoXogy of 
Greeeey and dialed Its brightness i 
for I vlsh to try onoe morot before 
I bid it farewell* 1 
The seeond tiioe he selected a myth, for extended 
treatment and tried to reereate it, was when he wrote 
,gSX8£iS&* ^he poem is the assimilation of all his ideas, 
values and beliefs* It is the eomprehensive trunk from 
vhioh braneh out the major odes* His re«creation of 
mythology Is true, alive and ever-grofe^ing. He wrote to 
Haydon (23rd January, I8l8) 
• * * the nature of Hyperion will lead 
me to treat it in a more naked and 
greoian Manner «M» and the march of 
passion and endeavour will be undeviat-
ing ••• Apollo in %perlon being a 
foreseeing God wi3l shape his actions 
like one, 2 
Long before he seleoted it as the subject of a 
long^poem, Keats had been familiar with the story. 
Laapriere^s gXftgatoal PlQttgnary» Sdward Baldvrin*s I2m 
Pmnthaen^ Hesoid*8 ^^ heogoffv (Cooke*s translation), 
Hyginus*8 ^FabUlae* printed in Auctorea Mythogmtihi Latinl 
1. M. Aiiott, aafcfiijt*, p* 119. _ ^ ~ 
2* Rollins, OP. e^^.y vol. I , p. 207* 
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had familiarized luia with the layths of Hyperion, and also 
with the battle between the Olympians and th© Titans and 
their consequent defeat, Th© treatiaent of the story as a 
vehicle for the law of progress was Keats*a o\m contrlbatlon. 
He freely altered nythology. At times, he deliberately 
added to it. On December 8, I8l9» Hunt wrote about Keats, 
in V^Q MJliOa^Qr 
Talking the other day with a friend about 
Dante, he observed wiat, whenever so great 
a poet told us anything in addition or 
continuation of an ancient histoj^, he had 
a right to be regarded as classical 
authority. For instance, said he, when he 
tells us of that characteristic death of 
Ulysses in one of the books of his It^Terno, 
we ottght to receive the information as 
authentic, and be glad that we have more 
news of Ulysses than we looked for. 3 
Keats fully illustrates this coneepticm in his 
treatment of the nyth of f^perlon. l^thology, according to 
him, is not a static storehouse for enchanting tales but a ^ 
constantly growing and changing attitude* The mythical 
identities occur apain and again in different circumstances. 
The pattern of behaviour is reeonstruwted in every age and 
each time it provides a further revelation. Thus nythology 
is a link between similar experiences separated only by time. 
According to the myth, Earth (Tartares). Love (Eres) 
i. dited by Bush, aau-fiili^ f ?• 118, 
/ 
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and Darkness (Brebus) Isstsed from Chaos* Earth produced 
Heaven, the abode of the gods, the moimtains and the sea. 
Heaven personified at Hraaos took Earth personified as 
Gaia as his wife* Frora their union resulted the Titans, 
the hundred-handed laonsters and the Cyclopes, Aeoording 
sozis 
to Hesoid, the Titans are twelve in number, six/and six 
daughters •*— Oeeanos, Coeus, Crius, Ifyperion, lapetas, 
Cronus, Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Fhoebe and Tethys, 
They are mainly nature powers, though soae of them are 
deified abstractions, Oceanus is oonoected with the 
stream that enoireles the world, Hyperion is a sun-god, 
Th^iis is the earth*goddess, Theia and Phoebe are the 
'divine* and the 'bright* respectively, whereas l-^ eciosyne 
is moaory personif i«d, Uranus was jealous of his children 
an^ Imprisoned thera in the nether world, within the huge 
f o m of Gala, Ultimately, she could not bear the strain and 
begged hor children to take revenge, Cronus, at her 
instigation, castrated his father vith a grey, curved sickle. 
He th«s took his sister Rhea as his xfife and began to rule 
the world* Then there was a Golden Age on Earth, Men were 
created and there was utter happiness. It was alv^ ays 
springtime and the earth produced everything naturally. 
There was eternal youth and death was but a deep sleep. 
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Crontis was vam«d by his mother Gala t^t cme of 
his children would dethrona hia. So, as each child was 
b o m I he swallowed it* At the birth of her sixth child, 
Bhea wrapped a stone in swaddling clothes and gave it to 
"ronos* Thinking it was the baby, he swallowed it* Hhoa 
hid the child in the island of Crete where a beautif la goat 
Aaalthea fed him with her milk* The child was Zetis, 
l^en old enough, Zeus decided to take revenge upon 
his father. By a wile, he reseued his brothers Poseidon and 
Pluto and his sisters Hera, Demeter aisl Hestia from the 
stomach of Cronus, Then the younger gods took up their y ^ 
stand on Mount Olympus and attacked the Titans who took up 
their stand on Ifeunt Othrys* Zeus also set free his father's 
brethren, the Cyclopes and the Ih2ndred»handled giants, who had 
been imprisoned in Tartarus, They provided 25eu8 with 
thunder and lightening in return for their freedom. For ten 
years the formidable battle raged. Ultimately, the Titans 
fell before the thunderbolts and the Olympians e^me to rule 
the world. 
The battle has various connotations, Aooording to 
some mythologlsts, it is a nature^ciyth, a kind of contest 
betifeen the untamed and the beneficent aspects of nature. 
Others feel that it represents the victory of the oiynpian 
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cult, brought to Ore^e© by Invaders, over the existing 
r6llgi(m of the pre-Helleoio peoples« 
Keats*s HypQgJQn begins at the point of Olympians* 
oorxiuest* l^ he tattle of the Titans and the Olympians is a 
thing of the past. We are confronted with the defeated 
Titans. They have be«i f<»eed to yield to a superior race 
and are unable to understand the reason for this humiliating 
defeat. 
The first few lines oapimi*e an atmosphere ^lat is 
evocative of a change. Everything is unnaturally still and 
the general mood is one of tragic grimn^ss. The sense of 
tragedy hangs heavily in the air 
Deep in the stmdy sadness of a vale 
Par sunken from the healthy breath of m o m 
FEU? from the fiery noon, and eve's one star 
Sat gray»hair*d Saturn, quiet as a stone. 
(8k, I, 11. 1-Af) 
•Deep*, 'sunken', *stone* suggest the atmosphere of a grave. 
One of Keats *s favourite rr^ ths is the isyth of the death and 
rebirth of vegetation. However, these lines are not 
representative of such a death. There is no seed with the 
promise of germination — only \mhealtl^, decaying vegeta* 
tion. There is no light, no air, no sound, and no movement, 
H^ Rose, aik-JiiSl.» P* ^» 
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It Is almost like the paralysis of Chaos. Aoeordlng to 
Hesold, Cliaos was a yawning atsyss composed of Void, Mass 
and Darkness. Light stiseeeded Chaos and all matter oane 
to life. The myth Is now reversed. The light and life 
have left the Earth and blank darkness is gradually taking 
over. 
Forest on forest hung about his head 
Like eloud on cloud •., 
(Bk. I, 11. 6«7) 
Winds, 2k3phyrs, cloutds etc. came Into existence after 
light touched the Earth, The layered forest represoits 
a dark mass «>-« a solid covering separating Earth from 
creativity anfi life. There is no movement^ save that of a 
dead leaf falling. That, too, Is a downward movement. 
Midst all this, sits the fallen Titan Saturn. 
Satijm belongs to Roman mythology. But It appears that 
Keats was not fascinated and influenced by Greek mythology 
in particular. He was basically attracted to myth-making 
and mythologlzing. Whenever, it suited him, he smoothly 
brought about a fusion of Greek and R<»Ban concepts. The 
myth of Hyperion is ess©itially Greek, Saturn, on the 
other hand, is ess^itlally Roman, This fusion gives an 
additional dimension to his treatment of nythology. The 
Greek counterpart of Saturn is Cronus. He is the god of 
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agricultijre. The literal meaning of Saturn Is 'the sovrer* 
and in mythology, his age has been described as the age of 
gold, The defeat by the Olympians has inverted his 
personality. His divine powers are paralysed. His 
benefioenoe has expired anA the vegetation around him is 
immediately affooted. All seems Infertile and unproductive* 
Saturn iilnaelf is old and grey-haired and appears defeated 
and deaoralized. The equilibrium of the ruler of the world 
has beiBi disturbed* His divine strength and beneficonee 
have deserted him. The stillness Is systbollo of spiritual 
death. The immobility has a draoiatlo intensity about it. 
It projects a total negativity, Inpotenoe and eolourlessness, 
Ovor-awod and influenoed by this ehai^e In the glorious and 
magnlfloent ruler of the world, a stream-nymph 'Pressed her 
cold finger closer to her lips*. According to the traditional 
evolutionary order, life began when the darkness of chaos 
yielded to light and Gala and Uranus gave birth to the Titans. 
The Titans wore followed by the Olympians, vdio in turn were 
folloi/ed by demi»gods and the lesser divinities like the 
lymphs, r'ryads, iJalads and Fauns. Keats deviates from 
tradition and presents the Titans and nymphs as co-»exi8tent. 
This seens to be a deliberate contrivance. The poet vants 
to fflnphasise the limited visions of all higher and lower 
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ranks of divinities and place them in sharp contrast to 
the superior Olympians. 
The ground is * sodden** Saturn's right hand, the 
symbol of his power and grandeur, lies 
• ••••••noErvQless, listless, dead, 
Unseeptred. 
(Bk. I, 11. 18«19) 
Satiim faces a mental void and he is unable to 
comprohond his misfortunes. Like a lost and forlorn child, 
he turns to his Ancient Mother • Oaia -for comfort and 
advice. Tills action shows that his own confidence and 
intellect have 1;»en shattered. He has fallen from the 
heights of divinity to the status of mortals. 
Upon the scene now appear® the Titaness Thea. Her 
attributes as defined by the poet are extremely impressive. 
She is so tall that before her an Amazon seems like a pygmy. 
The Anazons trere vjomen warriors w"!© lived in heroic times 
near the Euxiiio, Tl^ir queen Hippolyte had been Given a 
girdle by Ares as a sign of superiority over all ^ fomen, 
Achilles \m3 the hero of the Trojan War, vmen he 
was an infant, ho was plunged by his mother into the Styx^ 
5". In Greek cQrthology, Styx is the principal river of the 
underworld. According to Hesoid, Styx was a river-spirit 
one of the daughters of Ooeanus, She and her children 
aided Zeus in his battle with the Titans, As a restilt 
she xms greatly honoured and an oath T^ Styx was held 
inviolable by the gods. 
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and rendered lnTulneral]3.e exsoept at the heel TiHiere she 
held hlxa, fhea*s strength was so great that she oould 
ha've taken *Aohilles lay the hair and bent his neck*; Also 
she could have *«,. with a finger stay'd Ixion's ^eel*. 
Ixlon was a Thesaalian who laarried Dla| daughter of 
Eloneas. W h m ttie bride's father came to collect the gifts, 
Ixlon murdered hlia, Zeus purified him from the crime. Later, 
&e fell in love with Hera and tried to attract her attention. 
For this show of Ingratitude, he was taken to the under^/orld, 
and bound to a wheel that turned forever. 
In her divine days, Thea had Incorporated this 
matchless strength and her face is ooapared to that of a 
Meffijiiian sphinx. Maanon, in G r e ^ raytlKJlogaif, was the son of 
Xithonus and BOB, He led the Ethiopians who fought on the 
Trojan side during the Trojan War. He was killed by 
Achilles. According to a subsequent tradition, a htige statue 
erected near the Egyptian Thebes was said to be the statue of 
Kemnon. In reality, it represented the king Araenophls of the 
I8th Dynasty. So, on the basis of all these classical 
references and oimparisons the poet chisels the beautiful 
foiras of Thea. However, it appears that sl;^ too, has lost 
her divine attributes and joined the ranks of the laortals, 
she is unhappy and afraid 
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One hand she pressed upon that aching spot 
Whejpe beats the htasan heart, as If just there, 
Though an laaaortal, she felt cru ipaln 
(Bk. I, lU M-2«^3) 
Whereas Saturn is hewlldered and shooked, she sho^s an 
awareness of the aisfortone. However, she does not have 
anything to offer Saturn exeept syopathy* the situation 
has over-avred her as well* There is solwanlty In her but no 
Intelleet and foresight* She is incapable of rendering! any 
advice. She is subjected to great agony and torture. She 
exclaims 
0, aohing timet o moDtents big as years) 
All as ye pass sw*ll out the monstrous truth. 
(Bk. I, 11. 6J*-65) 
The 'monstrous truth* defines their limitations. Their 
inability to ecanprehend it reflects on their deadend intellect. 
The series of inert tableaux are expressive of this spiritual 
paralysis. 
The sunmier night is 'tranced' or in the grip of an 
energy that is not under their control. An unfamilinr 
and strange experience defeats them and even the night is 
symlx>lic of it. Like dreams, Thea's words have only a 
momentary significance. They pose motionless like sculpture, 
Thasf skillfully and unobtrusively, Keats achieves the 
transition from divinity to mortality. 
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\^en Saturn a«mk«Sf his eyes are * faded*, his tongue 
is palsied, and his beard tremlA.^ with *aspen malady*. He 
looks 1X1, useless and totally vteeked, Just the opposite of 
his earlier, glorious self* The defeat of the realms has been 
the defeat of the InteUeot, He Is prepared for do<»n 
Look up| and tell me if this feeble shape 
Is 3atum*s «•« 
(Bk, I, 11. 98-99) 
He is totally confused 
\lho had povrer 
To make me desolate ? Vlhence came the strength? 
How was it nurtured to such bursting forth, 
While Fate seemed strangled in my nervous grasp? 
(Bk. I, 11. 101-10lf) 
Saturn had been an all-knowing, all pervading power 
but he was not able to foresee and preclude the fact of his 
overthrow. Its horrifying c<Misequences jarred him 
But it is so, and I am smothered up 
And burled from all godlike exercise. 
(Bk. I, 11. 106-107) 
Keats uses Saturn's association with the Golden Age 
to cnlxaiioe the tragedy of his downfall. He is no longer able 
to maintain order, to ccanmand the planets, the x^ lnd and the 
sea. The power to create a '.•.. peaceful sway above man's 
harvesting' has finally deserted him. Without his divine 
attributes, he appears like a pathetic broken old man. He 
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r«ailnlel8es and grief v«Xls vp within him and he pleads with 
Thea 
S«aroh, thea^ searohl And tell me, if thou seest 
A oertain shape or shadow, making way 
With wings or ehariot fierce to reposses 
A heaven he lost erei^ile. 
(Bk. I, 11. 121-12»f) 
He reeonstruots his earliw glory. He reoembers his 
victory over his fa^ier« eelel^tited with trumpets and hymns. 
He also remembers blowing hollow shells and other beautiful 
new creations that had delighted the •sky-ohildren*. His 
glory was so Intense that the memory of it makes him blossom 
forth. He cries 'I will give command .,,*. Thea feels the 
tsiutterable pathos of the situation and begins to sob. The 
fever of the vision intensifies, and the fallen hero laments 
Inoonsolably 
• ••••«•• But canrK>t I create ? 
Cannot X form? Cannot I fashion forth 
Another world, anothtr universe, 
To overbear and crumble this to na^ oght ? 
yhere is another chaos? \ftiere ? 
(Bk. I, 11. lM-11+5) 
For a moment these lines recall his previous strength, 
authority and confidence. The lamentations force their vay 
upto Olympus which the three rebels, the sons of Saturn — -
Jupiter, Reptune and Pluto occupied. They hear his voice and 
tremble with fright. Thea Is also Impressed and she asks him 
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to eoae and oomfort the other fallen Titans. As they walk, 
the old branohes **••• yielded like mist** These branches 
depict the state of the fallen gods. They had been strong 
and virile in the pest, bat now they are old and weak, 
?bVf Keats takes us to the i^ ilaee of %perion who has 
the titular role in the po«a. According to tradition Hyperion 
is the son of Coelus and Terra, He married Thea and is the ^ 
father of Aurora, Sol and Luna. Unlike Apollo, he is only 
the god of the sun, and is not conneeted with any other 
office. Now, when all the Titans have fallen, Hyperion still 
holds on to his authority and divinity. However, he is full 
of foreboding. The atmosidiere bears a preioonition of the 
ominous days to eosie. He is in his b^venly palace, but he 
can perceive the changes on Earth. He is above the mundane 
fear of E»rtals e.g. he is not afraid of the howling dog or 
screeching owl which are the ill-anens ccumected with death. 
However, the mention of these phenomena contributes to the 
building up of an ateiosphere pregnant witti warnings. 
The description of Hyperion's palace betokens a 
flood of gold. Like the god, the palace, too, has its 
particular characteristics and attributes. The exterior 
is like the flush of dawn. The details are oriental. The 
pS^'amids are of 'glowing gold* touched with bronze. The 
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comparison is to the orael* of Trophonius i^teloh J, Potter 
described In his AattqiAtttt rf <?mW9»^ *J?he myth of 
TrophonlTis may find some releranoe to the theme of Hyperion^ 
Trophonius and Agamedes iMr« ^ e sons of Brginus of 
Qrohenentts* Th«^ v&fe arehiteots "by profession and were said 
to have built the tenpl* oC Apollo at Delphi and also a 
treasury for ^yrieas^ King of Elis. The two brothers, 
according to a plan, robb«d the treasury. They used a 
Bovable stone in the vail as an entrance, Agamedes was 
oat^ht and trapped in the vail, so Troj^ tionius out off his 
head to prevent identification. The Earth svallovvd up 
Trophonius, as a resid.t« Thus, in an undergromd chamber, 
he vas constated as the oracle Zeus Troidionius. Hovever, it 
vas vellakiMtfn that the oracle generally made ill-boding, 
enigmatic ^a^oi^ecies. The palace of Ifyperion, in its pres«it 
context, reswibles the oracle-temple, Hyperion, himself 
describes it as 
It is left 
Deserted, void, nor any haunt of mine 
Tha blaze, the splendor| and the symmetry, 
I cannot see •>» vat darlcness, death and 
daxkness. 
Even here, into my centre of repose. 
The shady visions come to domineer. 
Insult, and blind, and stifle up my pcmip, 
(at, I, 11. 239-2*^5) 
Defeat surrounds him, but he refuses to accept it. He cmlls 
upon Tellus and SVMUTS by her not to surrender. It is 
6, Cited by M, Allott, QSuJil^^f p. 407^ ~" 
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interesting to recall here that Tellus is the Roman goddess 
of Saxrth* She Is associated vith many agricultural ceremonies 
such as the Fordicia and Pales. Fordicla was celebrated 
during spring at Rome, k pregnant cow (forda) was sacrificed 
and the unborn Calf was burnt and its ashes were used in 
another purificatory rite at the festival of Pales, Pales 
vas a rustle spirit, described as a male by Varro and as a 
female by Virgil and Ovid, At the festival of Pales, cows 
vere driven through burning straw and the ashes of the 
unborn calf were sprinkled over the fire. This served as an 
invocation of prosperity, fertility of cattle and abundance 
of crop. Now, Ifyperlon calls upon the beneficent deity to 
extend some of her energy towards him. 
However, in the poem the state of affairs is so 
ocmpllcated that it confuses and bothers ^yperion 
Unused to bend, by hard, ccmpulsion bent 
His spirit to the sorrow of the time 
(Bk. I, 11. 300-301) 
His radiance dims and he lies down in grief. Suddenly, 
he hears the voice of his father Coelus, According to 
traditional mythology, Coelus or TTranus was on savagely 
hostile terms with his children. Keats, however, deviates 
from tradition and invests Coelus with paternal tenderness, 
Coelus who is an observer cannot understand why such a downfall 
has been brought about. At the festival of Ceres (Cerealia) 
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vteLeh vas eozmeoted with f«ftlllty rites, rebirth and death 
of vegetation, the high priest made known to all the unity 
of the great principle of the universe, the foundation of 
latfv. The gods violated the principles like mortals through 
,•• sad feud ••••• and rebellion 
of son against his sire 
(Bk. I, 11. 321-322) 
Coelus does not understand the situation but advises 
Hyperion *Yet do thou strive} as thou art capable*. Struggling 
out of his lethargy, an effort at spirittml revival, Hyperion 
descends to the Bartii. 
The opening lines of Book XI describe the den 
'Where Cybele and the bruised Titans isoum*d*. The general 
Impression is of an expanse of barren, infertile, jagged rook 
and of a great, overwiielming waterfall. The den is d&xk 
where *no insulting light» can filter throL^h, Light, in the 
poetry of Keats, has associations with cr^itivity and evolu-
tion. The Titans, are too humiliated and demoralized to face 
light. The inversion of the myth of death and rebirtai of 
vegetation Is brought to the extr«ae. The *sodden ground* is 
replaced by unproductive stone. This symbolically, represents 
t^e state of fallen Titans who sit and moum with their 
mother Cybele. 
There is some confusion over Cybele's role in classical 
^Qh 
mythology* Baldvln tells us that 
The wife of Satiim Is variously called Ops 
and Hhea and Cybele •••••• she also sometimes 
bears the namss of her mother ••.. like her 
she seems likewise to be the Earth, and 
•••• Mother of the Gods. 7 
Cybele, aocording to traditional mythology, is an 
Asiatic goddess, *the Oreat Mother*, a goddess of the powers 
of nature. The centre of her culnfc was at Pessinus in 
Phrygiai where she was worshipped as a block of stone. One 
of her priests was murdered by a Greek and to compensate for 
this, her sanctury was built at Athens. Later she was 
identified with Rhea. Keats, however, id«itifies her with 
Gala. In Fgll, 9f ^ pgrjlfflt be says 
Moan, Cybele, moan, for thy pernicious babes 
(EftlL-fiLJSSLDfiElQaj Bk. I, 1. h25) 
The mother-figure is often used 1^ Keats. Cybele and 
Gaia are both goddesses of the Earth and vegetation and also 
mother-figures. In his odes the mother figure occurs variously 
as Mala, Melancholy and Autumn, In Evperiony she appears in 
the guise of Cybele. 
Most of the Titans used to wander about freely, but, 
Keats se^ns to have a different notion alxmt the identity of, 
at least, some of them 
7dMteta., p. W: 
o 
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CoeuSf and Oyges, and 6riare4lLS| 
Typhon^ and Dolor, and Porphyrion, 
With many mmrdy the brawniest in assault, 
Were pent in regions of lalsorious breath* 
(Bk. II, 11. 19-22) 
According to the BQrth, Gottusi Qyges and Briareus were the 
hundred^handed giants wtK> had been produoed by Cronus and 
Imprisoned by him in a secret place vithin the earth. Saturn, 
after overthrowing his father, continued to keep them in 
imprisonment. They were released by ^ u s viim they helped 
in the battle against the Titans, %rith thunderbolts. Keats 
alters the iqyth. He represoits them as fighting on the side 
of Saturn instead of 2Seu8 and as being imprisoned in the 
Earth by Z^ eus instead of Cronus. 
Typhon was the son of Tartarus and Gaia. He had a 
hundred serpent heads, fiery eyes, and a tr«nendo\)s voice. 
According to traditional mythology, he was born after Zeus 
had overthrown Saturn. 2Seus attadced him with thunderbolts, 
set him on fire and flung him into Tartarus. Keats, however, 
presoits him as an associate of Saturn, captured and 
imprisoned by Zeus* Dolor and Porphyrion were listed as 
Titans in Sandy. 
Among the free Titans, Keat« lists I^emosyne, (the 
goddess of memory), Phoebe (the bright goddess of the moon), 
8. Jttia., P^Wl 
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Creus, IapetU8» CottuSf ABIA^ Ehseladus, Atlas, Phorous, 
Cljrmene, Themis» and Ops* 
Keats alters the parentage of Asia. According to 
classical mythology, Asia and Clymene were the same person. 
Keats differentiates elearly between the two« Clym^ie, 
according to him is the wife of lapetitSi and Asia is the 
daughter of Caf• Oaf does not occur in classical mythology 
at all. He is nrobably the Arab mountain-god Kaf who can be 
equated with the G r e ^ Atlas. These gods are beset with 
mortal passions like grief, anger, fear, anxiety, revenge and 
remorse. These are signs of defeat and deterioration. Their 
Epicurean calm has been ruffled and they have begun to behave 
like mortals. Greek philosophers regarded emotions as the 
properties of the mortal part of the soul and considered 
understanding and reason to be the faculties of the 
immortal part of the soul. Keats felt that problems of life 
should be solved in a calm state of mind. The gods having 
behaved in a crisis, like weak mortals, have fallen to the 
ranks of mortals. When Saturn enters the den Thea glances 
sidevays and beholds the same defeat on his face 
There she saw direst strife - the supreme God 
At war with all the fraility of grief, 
Of rage, of fear, anxiety, revenge. 
Remorse, spleen, hope, but most of all despair 
9. Claude Lee Finney, ^^tttton ffiT l^ gjtg* PttgfeJtt» Vol.TI 
(New York, 1963), P 7 503. 
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AgalJ38t the8« plagiaes, he strove In valn$ 
for Fat* 
Had pour«d a aortal oil upon his head 
A dlsanointlng poison *••••• 
(Bk. II, 11. 92-98) 
%>v begins the ootmoil of the Titans, Saturn speaks 
first, Ee introdoeas the question and asks for advice. Re 
says he has searched the entire realm of kno^/ledge available 
to him, in order t9 detect the cause of their down-fall. He 
refers to 
•••••• the legends of the first of days, 
Studied from that old spirit-leaved book 
Which starry Uranus with finger bright 
Saved from the shores of darkness. 
(Bk. II, 11. 132-135) 
The 'Old spirit-leaved book* refers to the Sibylline 
prophetic books. These were a collection of the oracular 
utterances of the sibyls that gave advice in oases of great 
oalamities. Accordii% to the l^end, the Cumaen Sibyl 
offered nine volimes of these books to a Roman ^nperor at 
a very high price. \&«n he refused to buy them, she burnt 
three of then and then repeated h«r offer. He refused again. 
She burnt three more. Finally, the ecperor bought them at 
the original price. Keats seems to eOnf\2se the kii^ witii 
Uranus. 
&ten. after studying t^em, Saturn is unable to 
* unriddle* the problem. His tragedy lies in his lack of 
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eoaprehenslon and in his InatdXity to place these problems 
In their proper perspectlyea. He is totally 
0*ervhelffl*d, and spurned, and battered 
(Bk. 11, 1. 1%) 
He Imagines t2iat he and the other Titans were iinchangeatJle 
and omnipotent. Hence he cannot ree^nlze the change and 
accept it. 
He turns to Ooeanus for help. Oeeanus is one of 
the oldest gods. He is preceded only by Earth and Heaven. 
He represents the mighty river that encircled the Earth. 
With his consort Tethys, he is the progenitor of the gods, 
and the par&it of the rivers of the vorld and of the ocean 
nymphs, in his speceh ^reieals that he is able to decipher 
the true cause of this downfall. He realizes that they have 
fallen 
•••by course of Nature's lawi not force 
Of thunder, or of Jove ••• 
(Bk. II, 11. 181-182) 
He feeis that evolution is neeessary and ever*present and 
this is the 'eternal-truth* 
••• as thou wast not the first of powers, 
So art thou not t^e last ... io 
(Bk. II, 11. 188-190)^" 
10, kefttg»a T»en freouantlv echoes Milton's P&rfldiae Lo«t 
Direct similarities can be discerned between the 'wing'd 
minions* of Hyperion's palace and thetroops of the fallen 
angels in Pandemonium, between the characters of Keats*s 
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He $o9S on to explain that tiie Titans, vho were fairer than 
their progenitors Earth and Heaven, were now \>eing replaced 
}yy another generation ii^ o vera lirighter than th^n. He 
suggests that each stage of e-volution should be understood, 
not as mere supplanting of rugged foroe l3y beauty but as the 
attainment of more and more perf^etion. The creative fervour 
of the Titans has been exhausted, t h ^ oannot create any 
more. They eannot oontribute to the oyele of creation, 
gro%rth and evolution, any more, so they must be replaced•.He 
advises thos to accept this change as inevitable and not 
fight any further 
•••• say, doth the dull soil 
Quarrel vith the proud forest it hath fed, 
(Bk. II, 11* 217-218) 
He concludes his speech with the follovLng lines 
••«• farevell «ad I took 
And Wither came to see hov dolorous fate 
Had wrought upon ye, and hov I might best 
Give consolation in this \foe extreme. 
Receive the truth, and let it be your balm. 
(Be. II, 11. 239-a*f3) 
The speech of Ooeanus contains the theme of the po«i. 
The ideas oorrespond to these ideas expressed bgr Keats in 
his letters of the same period. He wrote to Reynolds 
•••• there is really a grand march 
of intellect «-% It proves that a mighty 
providence subdues ihe mig|iftiest Minds 
to the service of the time being.•• 11 
11. Rellinay OP, pit-y Yol.lly T^ - 2B2> 
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In Mareh l8l9t in tho Joomal letter lie wrote 
This is the vorld ••,• Clroumstaxioes 
are like Clouds oontlnually gathering 
azui bursting • While ve are laughing 
the seed of s(»Be trouble is put Into (he) 
vide arahle land of events ••• it sprouts 
• •• and suddcinly hears a poison fruit vhioh 
ve must pluck •»*» Even so ve have leisure 
to reason oa the aisfortunes of our friends, 
our ovn toueh us too nearly for words. Very 
few men have arrived at a complete disinteres' 
tedness of Mind, 12 
Clymene is the dat^ter of Ooeanus, She speaks 
next, giving evld«iee of the vonderous beauty of t^e 
Olyopians* She recalls how ^ ^ l e standing grief* :.- ^ ,„ 
a shore, she found a shell and began to blow it and play a 
tune to eheer herself. Suddenly, a new 'golden melody' 
interrupted her own music. It made her 
. . . . .s iok 
Of joy and grief at onoe ••. 
(Bk. II, 11. 288-289) 
She put her hands to her ears but 
A voice came sweeter, sweeter than all tune, 
And stlLl it cried, "Apollo! Young ApolloI 
The ffloming-bright Apollo I Young Apollo { 
I fled, it followed me and cried "Apollo"! 
(Bk. II, 11. 293-296) 
According to t^e leg^id, Apollo *s arrival on Earth 
f^ . Jhli., M . It, p. ^ . 
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was heralded by the sweet mitsie of nightingales and svallows. 
Also, he brought benefloenoe of spring and the freedom from 
autugamal dangers and diseases• These sensuous Implications 
are reoolleeted Toy Clymene* She can imbibe only the 
sensttoosness \Aiere her father could see a clearer vision. 
She is young, like Apollo, but she is ignorant and henee is 
incapable of facing the struggle of evolution. 
Bnoeladus has been listed as the fiercest and wildest 
of the Titans. According to tradition, Eneeladus and Typhon 
vere the same person. Keats, hovever, distinguishes betveen 
the two. He represttits Eneeladus as the most belligerent of 
the Titans — in fact he has been made belligerent by the 
events 
..... once tame and mild 
As gracing ox unuorried in the meads} 
Nov tiger«passioned, lioi^thoughted.. • 
(Be. II, 11. 66^8) 
Nov, he reacts angrily and reminds the Titans of their 
bruises and arouses fierce anger. He dismisses Glymene's 
spee(Ui as * baby-words' and suggests that war with the 
Olympians should be resisned and eontlniied until the Titans can 
Singe away the swollen cloudb of Jove. 
Stifling that puny essence in its tent. (Bk, I I , 11, 330-331) 
His speech i s interrupted hy the arrival of Ifyperion who 
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lights up tht d«n. with his radiaiiod. Hovover, tho Titans 
observe his dejeotioa and onee again lose hopa and begin to 
quail bafore the baffling sapariority of the nev gods. 
Howerar Enoeladus throva a fiaroe look at his brothers and 
Xapetusy Ore a and Phoreua eone to his side and all together 
thay shout the nana *Satuml*, 
Yet, Satism is utterly defeated. He can not respond 
and cannot recreate his bygone glory and lead them all to 
battle. The delusion of the Titans that they are unchangeable 
is shattered. Enoeladus *s deterraination appears as mere 
obstinaoy, and the anger of the Titans is merely an 
artificial state. Book III deals with the deification of 
13 Apollo. The poet invokes the ffluaea and begs them to 
*••• touch piously the Delphic harp*. Delphi is the ancient 
seat pX vorship of Apollo. In pre->Hallenic days it was the 
shrine of Mother Earth, guarded by a Python. Apollo slew 
the Python, ousted the divinity and established his oracle at 
Delphi. Delphi hence is associated entirely with Apollo. 
Delos is a small island in the midst of the Cyclades. 
According to the myth, it is the birthplace of Ajrtemis and 
Apollo. Leto their mother, was loved by Zeus. Hera learnt 
of their union and vas greatly ;}ealous of her. Due to her 
13* Huses, in Greek mythology, are the nine daughters of 
lto«R0syne. They are the goddesses of literature and the 
arts. Their sancturles are at Pieria near Thessalian 
Olympus, and at Mount Helicon. 
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anger, r^c land was viXllng to receive Ii«to, When the time 
of birth drew near, she oame to Delos vhieh vas a floating 
island and hease not in the power of Hera. Later Delos 
heeane an Important centre for the worship of Apollo. 
Now, %^en * Apollo is once more the golden theme', ve 
return to Delos. Amidst the green vegetation Apollo wanders 
about. The night is over and dawn is breaking on the horizon. 
His mother and sister are asleep in t ^ bower. Apollo is yet 
an innocent youth. He craves perfect knowledge 
He listened, he wept, and his bright tears 
V^it trickling down ihe golden bow he held 
(Bk. Ill, 11. if2-if3) 
Apollo weeps because he is ignorant. This ignorance 
makes the v>rld 
«.. dark, dark. 
And painful, vile oKlivion seals my eyes. 
(Bk. II, 11. 86-87) 
The happiness he had discovered earlier in music and song 
is now extinct. He is now aware of the universe and his 
imperfeet knowledge makes him *aehe* with ignorance. His 
soul is tortured by agony. 
Apollo is in direct contrast to Saturn. Both are 
unhappy. Saturn is self-absorbed, lamenting his lost 
identity. Apollo, aa the othor hand, is making an effort 
im-
to dlseofver tinlversal 'Values* ftaxst he Is fr«« of the 
mortal passions that have eoslaved the Titans, 
As an answer to Apollo*s qiserles, I4n«moayne appears 
on the soene. Hnestosjme is a Tltanessf the goddess of 
msR^ry and the mother of the Muses, llemory is the llhk 
betwe^i the tvo generations* Among the Titans, she is the 
only one who estatilishes a relationship with the younger 
gods* Uzaike the other Titans, she alone, does not lament 
h«r fate* She has a definite function to perform •— to 
guide Apollo to divinity* l^ismosyne, like the arolwtypal 
^tlM»r«figure has universal signifioanee* She watehes over 
the impulses and faeulties of all and resc^Pds all events 
from time Imasmorial* Bfow, she remains silent but in her 
faee Apollo ean read *a wondrous lesson* and immediately 
'Knowledge enormous makes a God of me** 
The deifieation takes i^aoe in a flash* Apollo 
tremhles, flushes and struggles with pain* True to his 
sensuous nature| Keats deplete the deification in 
physical terms* The knowledge that Apollo has gained is not' 
ordinary knowledge hut an intuitive understanding of the 
universe* Coupled with his gift for music, it would give him 
str^igth and power* The moment of deifioatltm is really the 
nKsmebt of emightwasent, when beauty is born in his sotO.* 
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Apollo has ezperlemed some of the giant agony of the vorld 
and gained hightr knowledge. This higher knovledge Is the 
vital eharaoterlstlo of the new evolutionary order. The new 
gods have boundless ereatlve energy whereas the Titans are 
static and wasted. Growth began with the darkness of Chaos 
yielding to light and order. The Titans were fairer than 
their parents and henoe overthrew them. Now they have beeome 
old and inert and Dust be supplanted by a yet brighter 
generation. Their creativity Is e^diausted^ henoe there Is 
no growth* Thus the truth of Ooeanos's eooment 
•••.••.••••••.tls the eternal law 
That first In beauty should be first In 
Slight} 
(Bk. II, 11. 228-229) 
Is established. 'Beauty* Implies a superior beauty that Is 
higher than mere physical beau^. The Titans, too, had 
once beoi 
Manifestations of beauteous form 
(Bk. I, 1. 317) 
but they lost their sovereignty over the world. The 
Olympians defeated than with their rwUanee acquired from 
deep knowledge of Intense expwlenee. 
Keats abandoned Idle poem at this point. Begun as a 
conventional epic, the poem detoured to bec<NBe a symbolical 
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dlsaxsaion of a dUTcirent kind, Keats found hiinseK at tbm 
threshold of a new phllosoi^ and oould not continue to 
vrite vlthln the XJbnlted format of an epic* The law of 
evolution for ^loh the loyth beoame a vehlole oould hardly be 
clothed In events and actions vhioh are the requirements of 
an epic* The themei noW| is a philosophy of change and 
development that leads to the discovery of timeless values. 
At this pointI one is tempted to conjecture that consciously 
or unconsciously Keats had begun to formulate a kind of a 
cosmic priiKsiple that would relate and explain all mortal and 
immortal phenomena* The weight of this philosophy strained 
the epic format and thus Hyperion could continue no further. 
The fragment ffite FftU Qg Hypifflfflft> AJ^CSAE was Keats *s 
attempt at reconstructing Hyperion, The poem falls outside 
the range of the present study and will be taken up in 
anottifiif subsequent study* 
CBAPTat 7 
OOHCLOSXOR 
Before th« Ronantld HtviYal mythology had been 
used for deeoratlve and allegorical ptirposes only. During 
the nineteenth eentnx7f hmnrtst^ the BQrthologioal Imagination 
was reborn and mythology vas remodelled v i ^ symbolic 
overtones. 
For itthn Keata mythology held a special fascination. 
His boyhood favorites Andrev Tooke*8 £aafiUKU2t I««Bpriere*s 
glftgateftl Qtotloaigy and Joseph Spenee«s Pglyietis made him 
greatly familiar vith mythology early in life. In 
mythology) Keats discovered certain fixndamental principles 
vhioh had been present in the mind of the early man and were 
unhistorlcally dootsQcnted in the myths. He discerned within 
them potential for nourishing the lost insights of the modem 
man. Thus mythology established itself* for Keats as that 
lively impulse that vivifies the entire spectrum of human 
experienoes* 
Keats*s early poetry captures gleams of his 
mythological imagination. His doctrine of Negative 
Capability allowed him to annihilate personal i^ejudices 
and enter into and express the thoughts of other men and 
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b«lngs« Thus, he ootid ftslXy understand and appreoiate the 
oontinuous and oonatant rhyttans of hunan behaviour that are 
recorded in mythology* l^thology provided him with 
substanee not only for his poetry but also for his 
philosophy. It helped hia amxitier weaknesses of the mind 
and soul and thus strengthmi his artistio aptitude. Mythology 
led him to a deepened understanding of man and the universe. 
His treatment of mythology $ however, is at its surest 
and ripest in his later poetry. Keats*s mythic otmseiousness 
by now, could easily be oommunioated. Hythologioal motifs, 
mythological figures and mythologioal archetypes became so 
int^ral a part of his Imagination and eocpression that he 
began to add to existing Eoythology and at times even create 
new mytiiolosr. 
Thus, emerges the conolusion that Keats is attracted 
primarily to mythology and mythologizing. He did not rigidly 
follow any given system of mythology. He retold myths as 
though they were his own creation. This gafe him the licence 
to freely mingle the different systems, to add or delete 
events and incidents \^rever it suited him. At times, he 
even broke the bea*riers of time and for the purpose of 
expressing an idea clearly, he brought together different 
genej^tions and presented them as co«.eixistait. 
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The tvo systwfl of mythology that have Influenced 
hia In particular are th* Greek and Roman aystems* The 
arohetypal figures nnA arehetypal patters of behavlotir 
attraeked hjla in partiotOar* At this point, it beeomea 
neoessary to differ«!itiate betveen Greek and Roman mythology 
and Greek and Roman plastic art and history. The influence 
of the latter on Keats seems to haire been exaggerated. 
John Keats vas essentially a myth <• mtk^r and not a patron 
of art. He studied the Greek engravings and sculpture like 
the Elgin flarbles not because they vere rare speeimens of art 
but because ^ey made the dominating motifs of his Imagination 
come alive. 
Like wise the ancient divinities appealed to him not 
because of their superhuman attributes, matchless physical 
beaulgr or religious benefioene* but because amongst than he 
coiild discover the simple, imiocent, uaeomplioated values of 
the early man vho was close to the Golden Age that Keats was 
attempting to recreate. 
One of the arohetypal figures he especially revere 
is the ^k>ther • figure. She occurs in evory zaythology of 
the world. In Keats*s poetry, she occurs variously as llaia. 
Autumn, Gaie, Cybele and Mnemosyne, She is the archetypal 
giver of comfort and solace and tl» archetypal wise guide to 
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vhom the bruised aad voondtd h w o turns. 
The arohetypal pattern of b^iaviour that Keats refers 
to again and again Is the death and rebirth of 'vegetation. 
This myth, too, is of imiversal reeognition* In Keats*8 
hands it ooiaes to repres«it the constantly changing state (^  
man* Soaetlmes man is creative, generative ai»^  constructive, 
and at other tim^s he is evil, degenerate and destructive. 
This complexity of husan nature defie^ ooher^it interpreter 
tion and can best be presented as the ever-dying and ever-
reviving god of vegetation. 
One particular Greek divinity appealed greatly to 
Keats -«» Apollo. In this golden god^ he discovered 
manifestations of ideal truth and beauty and finally adopted 
him, as a personal symbolic deity* Perhaps a very personal 
affinity is at the root of it all} for Apollo is the god of 
medicine as veil as poetry and Keats himself vas an 
apothecai-y and a poet. In any oascy the incoaparable beauty, 
the h i ^ morality, the fresh, radiant attributes of the god 
captured the heart of tSaie poet and he made him a symbol of 
his highest values. Apollo occurs in his poetry as the 
embodiment of artistic Integrity and the highest form of 
beauty. 
Thus Keats emerges as a great poet with depth, insight 
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and an intoltlv* UEidleratszidizig of the ^rld» He fully 
subsQPibes tso the Hooantie assertion that it is the job of 
the poet to reform the corrupt degenerate modem world. 
This he strives to do throtigh the instruetive arohetypes 
and symbols derived from mythology* 
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